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POR MI RAZA HABLA  EL ESPIRITO

MANIFESTO

For all people, as with individuals, the time comes when
they must reckon with their history. For the Chicano the pre-
sent is a time of renaissance, of renacimiento. Our people
and our community, el barrio and la colonia, are expressing
a new consciousness and a new resolve. Recognizing the his-
torical tasks confronting our people and fully aware of the
cost of human progress, we pledge our will to move. We
will move forward toward our destiny as a people. We will
move against those forces which have denied us freedom
of expression and human dignity. Throughout history the
quest for cultural expression and freedom has taken the form
of a struggle. Our struggle, tempered by the lessons of
the American past, is an historical reality.

For decades Mexican people in the United States strug-
gled to realize the “American Dream.” And some --a few--
have. But the cost, the ultimate cost of assimilation, re-
quired turning away from el barrio and la colonia. In the
meantime, due to the racisr  structure of this society, to
our essentially different life style, and to the socio-economic
functions assigned to our community by anglo-american
society--as suppliers of cheap labor and a dumping grOUn0
for the small-time capitalist entrepreneur--the barrio and
colonia remained exploited, impoverished, and marginal.

As a result, the self-determination of our community
is now the only acceptable mandate for social anz -3litical
action; it is the essence of Chicano commitment. Culturally,
the word Chicano, in the past a pejorative and class-bound
adjective, has now become the root idea of a new cultural
identity for our people. It also reveals a growing solidarity
and the development of a common social praxis. The wide-
spread use of the term Chicano today signals a rebirth of
pride and confidence. Chicanismo simply embodies an ancient
truth: that man is never closer to his true self as when he
is close to his community.

Chicanismo draws its faith and strength from two main
sources: from the just struggle of our people and from an
objective analysis of our community’s strategic needs. We
recognize that without a strategic use of education, an edu-
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cation that places value on what we value, we will not realize
our destiny. Chicanos recognize the central importance of in-
stitutions of higher learning to modern progress, in this
case, to the develoP;nent  of our community. But we go fur-
ther: we believe that higher education must contribute to the
formation of a complete man who truly values life and free-
dom.

For these reasons Chicano Studies represent the total
conceptualization of the Chicano community’ s aspirations that
involve higher education. To meet these ends, the univer-
sity and college systems of the State of California must
act in the following basic areas:

1) admission and recruitment of Chicano students, fa-
culty, administrators and staff,

2) a curriculum program and an academic major rele-
vant to the Chicano cultural and historical experience,

3) support and tutorial programs
4) research programs,
5) publications programs
6) community cultural and social action centers.

We  insist that Chicano students, faculty, administrators
employees, and the community must be the central and de-
Lisive  designers and administrators of those programs. We
do so because our priorities must determine the nature
and development of such programs. Only through this policy
can the university and college systems respond efficiently
and justly to a critical reality of this society. Through such
a policy universities and colleges will truly live up to their
credo, to their commitment to diversification, democrati-
zation, and enrichment of our cultural heritage and human
community,

We assume the sacrifices and responsibilities inherent
in our commitment. It was in this spirit that we n-#et  in
Santa Barbara in mid-April: over one-hundred Chicano Stu-
dents, faculty, administrators, and community delegates rep-
resenting the northern, central, and southern regions of La
Alta  California, Aztlan. Away from the sensationalism of
the mass media, and from the alarms of self-seeking poli-
cicians,  we set out to formulate a Chicano plan for higher
education.

Workshops on recruitment, support programs, campus
organizing and the curricular and institutionalizing aspects
of Chicano Studies produced analyses and recommendations.
We never lost sight of the simple fact that these programs
will be effective only to the extent that we can influence de-
cision-making within and without the university and college
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systems. What follows, El l‘lan  dc Santa Ilal-bara,  reflects
one critical dimension of the Chicano SWLI:!,$c.

The destiny of our people will be fulfilled. To that end,
we pledge our efforts and take as our credo \:l;l;lf .Josc  Vas-
concelos once said at a time of crisis and hupe:

“At this moment WC do not come to
work for the university, Ijut  to demand that
the university work for our
people.”



ORGANIZING AND INSTITUTING
1

CHICANO PROGRAMS ON-CAMPUS

Introduction
i

dR etorical liberalism is omnipresent in higher education
perhaps more so than in other sectors of the society. None-
theless, the contradiction between rhetoric and reality that
is CQaracteristic  of ‘America’ is a feature of the campus,
also. : The existing interests and traditional structures have
no intention of sharing power, providing access, extending
presi$ge and permitting plural participation. Power must
be taken, here, as elsewhere.

The institutionalization*of  Chicano programs is the rea-
lizat+on  of Chicano power on campus. The key to this power
is found  in the application of the principles of self-determina-
tion land self-liberation. These principles are defined and
prac$$iced  in the areas of control, autonomy, flexibility, and
partrcipation.  Often imaginary or symbolic authority is con-
fused with the real. Many times token efforts in program
insti(utionalization are substituted for enduring constructive
programming. It is the responsibility of Chicanos on campus
to insure  dominant influence of these programs. The point
is not  to have a college with a program, but rather a Chicano
prog$am  at that college.

If Chicanos do not exert dominant influence over the pro-
gram, better no program at all. For without the requisite
control, Chicano participation provides an ersatz legitimi-
zatiob for the continuance of the pattern of dominant-subor-
dinate  relations that characterizes Chicano colonial status
within the larger society. The demand for self-determina-
tion in higher education is not a question of puerile power

* Institutionalization is defined as the process by which pro-
grams are conceived, structured, and their continuation
and further elaboration secured.



discussions but, in this area as in others of community life,
a matter of survival, progress, and dignity. The practice
of self-determination serves best the interest of the Chicano
community and the long range interests of society as a
whole.

But old patterns may persist, the anglo may move to
deny and limit Chicanos, and there will be ‘Mexican-Amer-
icans’ to serve him. Chicano faculty and administrators
and even student groups,
same as politicians,

can function as ‘tio tacos’, the
storemanagers, radio announcers, po-

lice officers, ad nauseum. It is all too easy for programs
to be co-opted, for them to function as buffers of denial
and agencies of control; in that case better no program at
all. Yet the colleges and universities, through Chicano pro-
grams may serve the community.

The premises for Chicano programs are: that thecolleges/
universities must be a majcr  instrument in the liberation
of the Chicano community; colleges/univ@rsities  have a three
fold responsibility: education, research, and public service
to the Chicano community; only by comprehensive programs
instituted and implemented by Chicanos, for Chicanos that
focus on the needs and goals of the community will the larger
purposes of the academic institutions and the interests of
the Chicano community be served. Thqse premises are in
turn local particularizations of a wider system of values
beliefs, ideas,. organizational modes, and commitments t;
which the Chicano is dedicated. One of th’ese that has a direct
bearing on Chicano-University relations ,is,  that the concept
of “community”
are an organic,

is all inclusive. The $hicanos  on campus
integral part of the Chicano community.

Among Chicanos on campus there car-$  be no distinctions
or separations because of personal occupational differenti-
ations. Moreover, the Chicano community on campus is an
extension of the larger community. The base of the Chicanos
on campus is the Chicano community. Participation for the
Chicano means total access to institution& by the total com-
munity. /

The primary goals of the various p&grams must be to
serve the interests of the Chicano people through the in-
stitutions of higher learning, In education, as in other mat-
ters there is one loyalty--the community; one criteria--ser-
vice to La Raza. In higher education, the thrust is directed
toward the creation of parallel institutions that are con-
trolled by Chicanos serving the interests of the community.
These interests are defined only by Chicanos. Education
can not be isolated from other factors determining the situ-
ation of the Chicano in this society.
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The base, the strength, of any action on campus depends
on the Chicano community at that campus--employees, stu-
dents, faculty, and administrators. This base must be well
organized and the group must possess general agreement
as to its orientation before moving to secure,programs.  With-
out a position of strength it will not be able to exercise con-
trol over the programs and without unity of goals, the pro-
grams would be constantly in jeopardy because of internal
differences. It is no accident that programs that best fulfill
expectations are to be found where the student groups are
strong, more sophisticated, and most demanding. Before
moving overtly, the Chicano must assess the situation; he
must be organized and committed, otherwise, co-optation
and tokenism will result, The Chicano cannot depend on
the good will and false promises of others. He must recog-
nize that he will secure his rights only to the extent that
he is strong. i

Initial Steps

Usually there are three preliminary steps toward the
institutionalization of programs on campus involving the
areas of organization, intelligence and advocation. They

are for the most part political, in fact the whole process
of institutionalization may be considered a political one:

1. Organize a Junta Directiva  composed of Chicano stu-
dents, employees, administrators, faculty and other members
of the community to initiate, organize, direct and supervise
all aspects of the institution’s implementation of its obli-
gation to serve the community, This will be the top policy
and decision making body for the programs.

2. Make a thorough investigation and analysis of the
climate within the institution and the surrounding locality.
Research the legal/theoretical structure of the institution
and assess its actual functional operations.

3. Secure from the institution the commitment that it
will give the highest priority to the needs of the Chicano
community, not because of morals or politics, but because
it has the obligation as a public institution charged with
serving all of society. This is not a novel responsibility
but rather both a past and present one on which the insti-
tution has defaulted. The commitment must be clear as
to the seriousness of the institution’s intent in aIlocating
its facilities, personnel and resources to bear on the de-
plorable conditions that exist for the Chicano community
and it must entail more than a strictly educational aspect.
If the commitment is first made in the form of a verbal and
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private understanding between the institution and the Chi-
cano Junta it should be in this form for only as long as
expedient :
fined.

eventually the relation must be overt and de-

As pledge of the commitment in higher education a tan-
gible first step is the designation of these programs ‘as Chi-
cano or La Raza, in their descriptive titles. These are
self denoting, affirmative and positive from the perspective
of the Chicano people. These terms, Chicano--La Raza
inherently embody the national and universal philosophical
and ideological values and principles which Chicanos affirm
as a people and that the programs are charged with ful-
filling.

Experience in organizing on and off campus suggests nine
principal guidelines to be observed for the creation of satis-
factory and viable programs. These fall into the areas of
control, autonomy, participation and responsibility. The guide-
lines by necessity are expressed in general terms and it is
up to the local groups to apply them to the particular context:

1. Control: Chicanos must exercise maximum control
over all programs initiated. This will be resisted, but with-
out control the program is worthless. Minimum of control
is a simple majority in the governing board, with the Chi-
cano element holding the directorship. Optimum is of course
total control, vertical and horizontal. This is not unreali-
zable for it has been secured in someprograms. If non Chi-
cano participation is necessary, then the Chicano element
should have the right of nomination and selection of all
participants. Policy and executive responsibility is to be
held by the Junta; ‘if there is to be a predominant element
within the Junta, it should be the student. This insures
a continuous fresh  input and avoids the entrenching of per-
sonal interests.

2. Autonomy: The programs at the different phases must
have the niaximum  autonomy feasible within the context of
the institution. This applies to both operating procedures as
well as structure, and also to traditional guidelines and
conventions of the institution. For the programs to be ef-
fect’vo, independence and wide latitude of operation must
be assured from inception. New programs can not be hampered
i,y  old TOP
Often,

-Yotrictions  developed for different interests and needs.
as rational for denial of legitimate demands, regu-

latory and legal limitations are invoked. Often the only

,

I

:

answer to this is pressure, until it is clear that for the
sake of larger interests existing regulations shouldbe  changed.
In addition to pressure, more politic means for bridging
existing prohibitions can be devised. Once the Chicano pro-
grams become operational and their viability- and attrac-
tiveness apparent, it is likely that other sectors of the college
or university will endeavor to co-opt and restrict them to
protect their own interests and maximize their area of oper-
ation. The Chicano programs must be as free and inde-
pendent of all existing programs as possible. I

3. Structure: The administrative unit under  which the
Chicano program operates should be the largest subunit
within the institution, which facilitates most the desired
control and autonomy. The structural label is not impor-
tant, i.e., college, center, dept., etc. What is important
is the freedom. Lines of communication must be direct
to the highest executive officer or body bf the campus,
and independent of existing structural hierarchy. In time,
a top level general administrative position must be secured.
If a designation or structural concept that suits the need
doesn’t exist, invent one. ‘C

4. Organization: Internally the Chicano operation must
be designed for efficiency and harmony. T e program or

%programs must be centralized in terms of !ultimate  policy
and executive responsiblity to maintain control, insure co-
ordination and maximize the use of resouices.  Essential
to the success of any programs is.  the Teduction and/or
elimination of unnecessary friction, duplic%ion,  and inter-
nicine competition within the program. Co.70rdinating  the
program effectively means the harmonizat-&n  of relation-
ships with its subcomponents.

5. Flexibility: Flexibility must be built/ into the pro-
grams in order to insure sufficient latitude $or a constantly
increasing effectiveness. As the programs unfold, * --peri-
ence will dictate adaptations, changes or elir$inations;  these
must be anticipated. Moreover, flexibility mdst exist within
the Chicano operation and in its relationships to the larger
institution. Administrative options must be kept open.

6. Finances: Chicano programs must bade a permanent
adequate proportional budgeted allocation of funds from the
institution. In addition, the freedom to seek and obtain funds
independently must be secured. Not abrogating the strictest
accountability, the programs should have the minin- 1 of
restrictions in disposing of these funds. The rnaj”-  de-
cisions on expenditures belong to La Junta.

7. Participation and Support: Participation and support
at every level and in any position must be open to all Chi-



cano.. __ ,,nould not be restricted by temporary or artificial
status. Participation should include the total Chicano com-
munity. Special efforts should be made to include sectors of
the community not usually concerned with campus based
activities. In every case the total community must be con-
stantly informed as to plans and actions on campus a.nd its
active participation and support sought. Emphatically, when
the situation arises that there is need for more support than
rhat provided by on campus Chicano personnel, this support
should be obtained from the Chicano community rather than
from non-Chicano campus groups. This is not saying, reject
all non-Chicano support or participation. Mobilize- it, butclearly define the quality and quantity of this support and
participation.

8. Staff: Staff for the programs must meet four quali- 4
fications:  knowledge and expertise in the area of concern:
experience in the field: sensitivity as a person: and a firm
proven commitment to the goals of the programs and the ’
welfare of the community. Delegated, specific, administra-e
tive  responsibility is best vested in those who have an over 1
all conceptual grasp of the programs and its goals. Any i
effort is dependent on the quality of the individuals involved. f
Enfortunately some programs are already being subverted /
by individuals whose commitment to La Raza is questionable. 1
Keep the “tios” and the reactionaries out.

9. Responsibility: Chicano programs demand the highest’-
standards, the strictest sense of responsibility and the most.’
complete fidelity. This is an integral part of the commitment.&
to the Chicano communitv. %!

lntewal  Comeonents

IA complete program that codifies the college or uni- !
versity’s obligation in the education, research, and publiciservice includes the following minimum components.

1. Department i
a. design and administer degree program
b. counseling of enrolled students
c. faculty

1

2. Recruitment, financial support,
for students

and tutorial services

a. identification and recruitment of students for the
college/universitv

b, maintenance and support
c. tutorial services
d. housing

I
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3. Research
a. design, sponsorship, and administration of research

projects that serve actual needs of the Chicano com-
munity.

b. graduate followship programs
4. Publication

a. publish materials of research projects
b. publish materials needed by local community
c. publish materials by. Chicano writers and artists

$5. Community Social Action ’
a. sponsoring of community services
b. community organizing, education/cultural programs,

information dissemination.
6. Policy and Executive Body

a. nominated by Chicanos representing students, fa-
culty, administrators, employees and other members
of Chicano community

b. propose policy and specific projects and activities
c. oversee staff

d. secure community support

Prnposals

Usually, at a certain stage, the specific‘s of -the goals anti
s tructure of the Chicano program are spelled out in pro-
posal form. There are two general types of proposals each
according to the type of structure desired.

Department proposals outline the framework for the aca-
demic unit, detail requirements, curriculum and the faculty
resources,  etc. They divide into five parts: Part I: intro-
duction. 1) designation of degree, 2) objectives and values
of degree, 3) precedents, 4) relationship to exlstmg  curri-
culum and research programs, and 5) timetable for develop-
ment. Part II: 1) admissions criteria, 2) curriculum,, defl-
nition  of proposed degree program, 3) recommended elec-
tives, 4) foreign language requirements 5) criteria for grant-
ing degree, 6) relationship to existing masters and doctoral
programs; Part III: 1) staff resources existing and to be
recruited: Part IV: 1) course descriptions, existing and to
be designed, 2) the instructors and bibliography: Part V:
1) library resources, actual and anticipated.

Proposals for centers, institutions, schools, colleges.,
etc., include the following: introduction, statement of justi-
fication, precedents, purposes, specific focus, components,
administrative design, anticipated effect on current structure
of college or university, relationship to existing programs
and structures, number and criteria for staff, participating
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students, necessary research resources, physical plant, time-
table for implementation, project budget, and regulatory
changes. Proposals for Chicano units should be advanced by
the entire Chicano group.

The type of structures possible for the Chicano programs
ranges from departments to the ideal, a university. A Chi-
cano Studies department is the best vehicle for the develop-
ment and implementation of a Chicano curriculum and for
securing the necessary staff. A department offers courses,
either unilaterally or in association with other departments;
it of course enjoys the autonomy proper to it. The depart-
ment may be uni-disciplinary or inter-disciplinary; often
the combination of both is the most practical and flexible.
Centers, institutes and schools are organized around a broad
multi-faceted program which includes academic and com-
munity service activities that cut across various intra-
college/university boundaries. The college is perhaps the most
suitable structure for a wide set of programs because of
its defined autonomy in nearly all areas considered as in-
tegral for a viable Chicano program. Of course, a univer-
sity is the optimum institute for Chicano higher education--
and it will be realized i.e., Universidad de la Raza Chicano
University of the Southwest, Universidad Autonoma di Aztlan.

Problem Areas ~-

There are several external factors that effect Chicano
programs which should be considered. Obviously the general
pol ii ical climate within the state is worsening. Reactionary
attirud~s  held by politicians will affect the context of inno-
\‘:I[  i vc programs especially those whose mission is social
,11~(1  educational and whose focus are the disenfranchised
ethnic  minorities. To compound the problem the institu-
tions through which the Chicanos are trying to work are,
per se, the current political scapegoat. In the area of public
attitudes there are several other factors influencing programs.
‘!‘hough  the colleges and universities believe themselves to
1: e progressive, often the opposite is true. They share and
harbor the more reprehensible idiosyncracies  of the general
society. College and university personnel can be racist and
reactionary and so can sectors of the student body, They

will refuse to accept the legitimacy of needs and corre-
sponding programs that are not orthodox; further, consci6usly
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or unconsciously they will endeavor to prevent and subvert
them. One target where hostility can focus most dam;lgingl)
is funding. Academic validity is another poinr  of attack;
often the question of standards, criteria, etc., merely cloaks
racist attitudes and assumptions. .\nother  focus of at tack
is the socializing aspects of the programs; by csagerating
their political content, critics can undercut their public
support.

In some instances programs are not onI).,  beset by  diffi-
culties from external sources but suffer from within. Xiost
of the problems are common to pioneering efforts of an!
sort. Esperience indicates that problems and difficulties
in the process of institutionalization are compounded \vhcn
they are joined with similar efforts carried on I>!.  other
minority groups. To date joint efforts have been counter
productive; they should be considered carefully. The  Chicano
programs develop internal bottlenecks for a number of reLl-
sons. One is that the sponsoring individuals arc nvt  in full
agreement as to the basic propositions of the propr;lm
and the implementation phase becomes the i~L!ttlc~round  ior
these disagreements. In some cases difficulties develop
from the lack of clear definitions of the roles of staff and
students in the program; Of course Jll  programs  arc hampered
by the lack of proper staff but many are undermined by st;iff
who do not share movement values and who were hired
without thorough evaluation.

Recommendations

Given the current difficulties si-.d  the project needs  of
the future, the following recommendations are made:

1. The establishment of a central information bunk  011

course descriptions,, proposals, programs, and personnel.
2. Directory of potential and current students, and faculty,

available for distribution.
3.  Design and financing of an inservice training And

support program for graduate students to enable them simul-
taneously to obtain higher degrees while filling teaching
and staff positions in the programs.

4. Priority in hiring for program positions be given
to graduates of Chicano student groups and those Chicanos
who have a record of community service.

5. The possible recruitment of Mexican Nationals for
faculty positions to fill special temporary needs, provided
they have the necessary orientatim  and commitment.

6. Chicano departments, centers, colleges, etc., as they.
become operational mutually support each other by the shar-
ing of resources and the development of .joint  progranls.

^..
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7. A just number of student slots in “Study Abroad”
programs be secured for ‘Chicano students and that these
be nominated by the student organizations.

8. Chicano student and faculty exchange programs be
implemented.

9.  The various students groups, MAYA, MASC, UMAS,
etc. adopt a unified name as symbol and promise; such as
C: [\L!Sr\  (Chicano Alliance for United Student Action) or ME CHA
(hlovimiento  Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan).

10. That Chicano authored or sponsored publications be
given preference as course materials. That Chicanos publish
through Chicano journals. That Chicano publishing-houses be
established,

11. That Chicano students, faculty, staff organize a united
statewide association for the advancement of La Causa in
the colleges and universities. 4

Conclusions

In the last two years, across the state student  organiza-
tions on college campuses have addressed’ themselves to
the following objectives: increased admittance of Chicano
students, the vindication of their cultural he%itage, the uti-
lization of institutional resources for the benefit of the
larger community, and the implementation o! courses rele-
vant to the Chicano. During this time a coherent set of vital
components for a satisfactory program have emerged:  admis-
sions and recruitment, curriculum, research $tblications  and
community action, The process has taught t?kt in any and all
programs the guiding determinants must be the principles
of self-determination for self-liberation.

11 modicum of success has been obtained< at a few insti-
tutions, but these were not freely given ‘and they were secured
not without cost. The Chicano was here befo?e and has been
present these hundred odd years but it was ionly  in the last
two years that the institutions have been moved to satisfy
their obligation to our community. This resulted because
of the self-sacrifice, militancy, dedication and political ma-
turity of student organization. ,There  have been a few, iso-
lated conscientious Chicanos who tried to gain the attention
of the colleges for the community prior to the last two years.
They were ignored, though the need was no less urgent,
and the arguments no less valid than today. It is because
of the spirit and style of the present generation that progress
has been made. r?dclnnte!

Appcndis
1. CC33 proposal
2. San I%~~.c,  State proposal

I

i,
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RECRUlTMENT  AND ADMISSIONS

Instituions of higher education recruit and admit or hire
Chicano students, faculty, staff, and employees. Recruit-
ment must take place according to the following policies:

1. The number of Chicano students who qualify for ad-
mission shall determine the funds that must be procured
by the institution in providing adequate support programs
academic and non-academic. It is totally unacceptable
that funds continue to determine the number of Chicano
students to be enrolled.
2. Chicano faculty, staff, and employees must be recruited
for positions in all areas--and at every level--of the
university and college structure. Obstructive criteria
must not limit Chicano access to these positions.
3. Institutions must immediately accept and establish
the principle of proportional representation for Chicanos--
students, faculty, staff,” and employees--in all areas and
all levels of higher education. For example, the per-
centage of Chicano students enrolled at those institu-
tions located in areas with a significant Chicano popu-
lation must equal the percentage of school-age Chicanos
in those areas. Thus, the percentage of Chicano students
at UCLA must equal the percentage of school-age Chi-
canos in the Los Angeles-Long Beach area: so for UCSB
and the Tri-Counties area and for Cal State Hayward
in South Alameda County. Those colleges and univer-
sities situated in areas with few or no Chicanos must
refer to the percentage of Chicanos in the state to de-
termine the percentage of Chicano students they must
enroll. Presently the Chicano student-age population in
state of California is approximately seventeen percent.
4. For recruitment of Chicanos to be effective, commit-
tees--made up of Chicano students, administrators, em-
ployees, faculty, and community people--must be estab-
lished with the responsibility for recruiting Chicano stu-
dents and for screening Chicano candidates for campus
positions.

24

Scope of Recruitment

Institutions’ of higher education must accept fundamental
responsibility for recruiting Chicanos who will enroll as
students or work as faculty, staff, or employees. Given the
traditional and systemic indifference, even hostility, of higher
education to Chicanos, institutions must never assume that
Chicanos must first seek them out.

Various sources can be contacted and used in recruiting
Chicano students. Chicano Community organizations, Chicano
student organizations, high schools and junior colleges, Chi-
cano graduates, sympathetic schools, clearinghouses, high
school and junior college graduates, the Chicano Press Asso-
ciation and other media, must all be thoroughly and regu-
larly informed of available educational and financial aid op-
portunities. A uniform application form and’  procedure must
be established and all literature (and otheIi media) must be
in both English and Spanish. Throughout the recruitment
process the importance of higher education to Chicanos
must be emphasized and Chicanos strong$y encouraged to
continue their education.

In the final analysis, recruitment activities in institutions
of higher education must contribute to the kecruitment  pro-
cess  by bringing their resources to bear on the deplorable
conditions affecting Chicanos today in the elementary and
secondary schools and in the junior or community colleges.
Elementary and secondary school systems’urgently need to
develop effective counseling services, Chicano Studies pro-
grams, and other support services. More gilingual  Chicano
teachers, counselors, and administrators? must be hired
to work with Chicano students. Those schools with a major-
ity of Chicano students must have a Chic&o  principal, and
those schools having a significant number! of Chicanos an
assistant to the principal, whose responsib@ty  will be Chi-
cano affairs. !

What applies to the secondary and ele@entary  schools

, : :

applies with equal force to the junior or community colleges
which, almost with no exception, are failing in their role
as a transitional institution between high school and four-
year colleges and universities. Chicano &dents in com-
munity colleges do not receive adequate prdparation for lack
of necessary counseling, tutoring, and relevant study pro-
grams. Four year institutions must help the community col-
leges develop effective programs in all these areas and to
utilize Federal funds for student support must be sought,

i
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including Economic Opportunity Grants, National Defense
Student Loans, and Work Study Programs. Healism  must
replace the multiple myths that surround the community
colleges, one of which is that they are free. Fees are in
fact negligible, but there are other costs (totaling it is
estimated at $900 a year) which must be taken into account:
book expenses, transportation costs, parking fees, and so
forth. For the Chicano, another “cost” is even more sig-
nificant, namely, by choosing to attend a community college
he deprives his family of income that he would otherwise earn
(about $3000 annually). Another myth is that the community
is academically less demanding than four-year institutions.
While competition may not always be as intense, -the com-
munity college does in fact require students to do college-
level work.

In all those matters it is assumed that the responsibility
of private institutions of learning is the same as that of
public institutions. Moreover. because. of their greater ad-
ministrative and financial flexibility major private
tutions  have greater opportunities to attack and solve
lems.

insti-
prob-

Effective recruitment of Chicanos--students, faculty, staff,
and employees--cannot take place unless and until there is
a satisfactory relationship between recruitment programs on
the one hand and hiring and admissions criteria and decision-
making on the other.

In the area of student recruitment, the present relation-
ship between recruitment and admissions is highly unsatis-
factory. Colleges and universities are using “standard”
admissions criteria--grade point average, Scholastic Apti-
tude Test scores, etc .--to evaluate the college potential
of Chicano students. Evidence shows clearly that these cri-
teria are culturally biased and thus they are not reliable
indicators of college success for Chicanos. CulturalIy  rele-
vant tests and indicators must be used in identifying the
college potential of Chicano students. Also useful in evalu-
ating applicants are recommendations (but not necessarily
from traditional sources such as high school teachers and
counselors) and personal interviews. Most importantly, insti-
tutions of higher learning must recognize that the assessment
of a Chicano’s college potential depends, in the
subjective interpretation of his motivation, ability,
ground. Only people that relate to and understand

end, on a
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ground of the Chicano student can satisfactorily make such
a subjective interpretation; hence Chicanos must make  tho
final decision on student admissions.

Colleges and universities must also use culturally rele-
vant criteria in hiring Chicano faculty, staff, and employees.
Above all, they must not be inflexible and rigid in using tra-
ditional indicators of qualification. This applies to training
programs for non-academic personnel.

Training programs must be .set  up to assist non-academic
and non-administrative C hi c an o personnel (technicians,
groundsmen, clerks, and skilled maintenance personnel in
advancing in their respective Fields. Bilingual skills must
be recognized as a special talent and adequate compensatian
made for such capapbilites. Effective means for resolving

:.,.s  :j,: :.!‘.’  i,
;T’.

personnel grievances must be provided. Academic oppor-
tunities must be opened to all Chicano personnel and en-
couragement given to them to take advantage of these oppor-
tunities.
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SUPPORT PROGRAMS.

The current thrust by Chicanos for educational oppor-
tunities has created a situation where higher education is now
becoming accessible to Chicanos. Historically, public edu-
cation was limited exclusively to the ruling powers of SO-
ciety. This situation was especially evident in institutions
of higher learning. Hence, the accessibility of higher edu-
cation has always been regarded as a strategic source of
power. The power of a monarchy or aristocracy was always
synonymous with a monopoly of learning institutions.

Education for the ocher stratas of society is a recent
Twentieth Century phenomenon. However, a monopoly in higher
education still exists. Traditionally, the goals of higher edu-
cation have been directed to meet the demands of the ruling
strata of society by training the specialized manpower re-
quired for the operation of their demands. The equivalent
practice today is found in training students in higher edu-
cation to serve corporate industry and public agencies:
the two major economic entities of society. The sociali-
zation and indoctrination of these “students” to contorm  to
this function and accept this limited range of alternatives
is a corrolary role of higher education today. Once pro-
perly trained, these students serve as agents of the con-
trolling powers and in turn serve to perpetuate this process.
Hence the defense scientists, college faculties, journalists,
etc., have supplanted the scribes and priests of ancient
civilizations,

This is essentially the function of institutions of higher
learning today. Therefore all attempts to project Chicanos
into the mainstream of higher education as it exists today
are equivalent co enslaving La Raza to the controlling powers
of this society.

Goals of Support  Programs

As a significantly larger number of Chicanos enter col-
leges and universities support programs are a crucial fac-
tor in determining whether the accessibility of higher edu-
cation will mean a consolidating of educational gains by the
Chicano movement.

2 9



The focus of support programs must not be to facilitate
CEC~~OS  to adjust to college life, i.e., the survival syndrome,
Rather than accomodate  Chicanos to these institutions, SUP-
port programs snould facilitate the development of educa-
tional processes to meet the unique interests of Chicanon
hence develop alternative goals to thnae nreamibd  hv
ciety.  This role encompasses efforts to establish a stable
academic, political and financial base for Chicano students
and rules out those therapeutic programs conceived as re-
medial or compensatory which are directed to alter the stu-
dent to conform to a prescribed norm of academic and social
behavior. Support programs must be developed as an ex-
tension of the Chicano struggle for liberation and as such must
create relevant educational experiences for Chicanos.

and
Support programs should be developed to encompass
achieve these goals. This focus of Chicano support

grams require the development of new structurea  2nd
cesses  which are not currently found in traditional struc-
tures in Zgher  education. Hence the task is re&y one of

ucation  and
. -..----..-wa.
f o r  SUDDOl-t

-----*r-- -.I
leir models
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creating new structures and modes in higher edd ..__.  ~_  _.__
in making a significant contribution to the revitalizntion
of colleges and universities. Convential methods _ __ _
programs are simply not acceptable and all attemncq=  hv
college and university administrators to impose tl _ _---
of support programs must be resisted. It cannot be over-
emphasized that the focus of Chicano efforts on campus
must provide “new” meaning and value to higher learning.
Chicano programs must not employ existing goals and struc-
tures of higher education as a frame of reference. To suc-
cumb to traditional structures and approaches is to legiti-
mize their role in indoctrinating Cfrironno +n  hafinma n ..,...c
of gabacho societv.

-It is the responsibility of Chicano student organizations
and the Junta Directiva  to insure that support programs
maintain a strong relevance to the specific needs of Chi-
canos. They must clearly establish the role of Chicanos in
developing and directing these efforts. It is imperative that
Chicano student organizations at all times have a vehicle
which will continually act as an on-going collective control
to maintain evaluating mechanism over their support pro-
grams. This mechanism will ensure program vitality and
help avoid administrative stagnation. The responsibility will
not rest on one individual; all administrators have the re-
sponsibility of carrying out the policy decision which the
Chicano student organizations have developed. By the same
token, this exemplifies the great responsibility such or-
ganizations have and should help renew a genuine commit-
ment to a greaterCAUSA.  Hence the mutual accountability

i’
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of student organizations and staff in these programs is
clear: it is their responsibility to protect the program
from  influences which will co-opt the focus of the program.

Orientation Program

In jthe past, higher education has failed to encourage Chi-
canos; it manifests itself as a hostile environment. Today,
an &tempt  is being made through programs such as Upward
Boutid, High Equivalency Programs, High Potential and Edu-
cational Opportunities Programs, to bring more Chicano stu-
dents to the college campus. It is imperative that these
programs understand and deal with the needs and deficiencies
withy which the student enters the academic scene. Support
programs must be developed to provide services and per-
sonnel to aid the student in order to assure his retention
and successful experience in college.

lt should be recognized that most of the students come
from an inferior or inadequate secondary educational system,
thus the college should provide an orientation program whose
obj&tive  would be to give the student a transitional stage
from which he can move into regular college programs.

A. The Orientation Program must deal with the following
ne%!s:

; 1. Cultural-Identity: For the Chicano student, college
is ‘a  different world with its own language, its own standards,
itsi:own  expectations and pressures. The casualty rate is
hig!l. The demands for adjustments and conformity are heavy.
Activities to strengthen his cultural identity must be an
intigral  component of every orientation program.

i 2. Academic: Experience has shown that many of the
students  suffer a deficiency in reading skills. oral exnres-
sioh and note taking, study skills, etc. which are vital to
acaihemic  success in college. This deficiency is due to an
inferior education received in elementary and secondary
schools and must be acknowledged by a college orientation

I.

3. Achievement: Some students reflect a need for a
redirection of personal goals. Some students need strong
reinforcement and encouragement even though they may
ne capable of performing well in the academic world. Twelve
years of negative self-image imposed by the school system
must be alleviated.

B! Support programs must recognize the above facts and
devise orientation programs which will alleviate the edu-
cational and psychological barriers that Chicano students

t



ncounter  when they enter the college environment. Orien-
ation  programs of any kind cannot resolve the educational
:amage  that such students have suffered over the years in
: matter of weeks or months. However, this is a positive
;rep in the direction of changing negative attitudes towards
:&her  education found within the student.

C. The Orientation Program must be conducted on campus.
41 the participants must be given credit for work accom-
;lished.  Financial supports must be made available since the
rcudents would not have other -sources of income while
articipating  in this orientation.

Orientation to the Campus: Arrangements to thoroughly
lmiliarize the student with all of the college facilities
health service, housing, food, recreational facilities,- etc. )
.nd  procedures such as college regulation, adding and drop-
i:ng  of classes, filling out forms, reading the catalogue
.nd  registration should: be explained. It is in this marine;
:lar  the Chicano stud&t is better prepared to cope with
.>llege  life.

B. The Orientation Program should be divided into four
3 ajor categories:

1. Academic Pro$am  :
:nd English specificall

Courses in cultural-psychology

his can be %
tailored to teach academic skills.

accomplish d through group discussions, labora-
3ry sessions conducted by teacher aids and Chicano stu-
lent  advisors.

Individual and group.csessions  can also deal with reading
ochniques,
;rary

notetaking ‘?methods,  preparing for exams, li-
use and exploring all the resources on campus such

is learning labs, reading clinics, etc.
Ideas for course content description are as follows:

a. Cultural  Identity: This course cab be designed to
;i:ie  the prospective student a sense of confidence in ex-
Xessing  his ideas. At the same time, a sense of “camara-
:eria” should be developed. This would develop greaterself-insight which wou!d  help him confront the barriers
:f college life. The course can also give a historical soc&
?.nd  economic perspective of the Mexican America: in rel
ationship  to his place : in today’s society. It can deal with
Jarrio  life, barrio language and dialect and other current
ssues  relevant to Chicanos.

b. Written Expression: This course can help with
?asic  grammar and the mechanicas of writing papers. In
essence,  this course can help the Chicano student express
o himself and to others, his feelings in written form. AC:
:ordingly,  Chicano materials that are relevant to the stu-
:ent  are vital to this course. This class can also help in
letermining the extent of tutorial help which a student might

I

’

:  co1need when he begins the regular academic rrse  of study.
c. English as a second language: The student who

usually speaks Spanish at home is nonetheless expected to
speak English fluently. For these students a class concen-
trating on this area can build the student’s confidence and
enable him to acquire a better command of both languages.

d. Oral Expression: Group discussion can encourage
manv Chicanos to express themselves in any manner which
they-feel most comfortable.

2. Guest Lecturers: They can provide the students
with various points of view on subject which can make the
academic world less institutionalized and more alive and
meaningful. Known Chicano leaders should be invited to talk
to the students on their roles in the community, and other
topics related to community affairs.

College Resources And Supportive Services

. T o insure smooth and innovative implementation of support
programs, the institutions must have such structures built
into its programs so that they are relevant for Chicanos.
The kind of supportive services available to the students
must be coordinated and administered by dynamic Chrcano
staffs. Methods of approach concerning the survival of the
Chicano student must not remain static. Self-evaluating me-
chanisms must be im.plemented  in coordination with the Chi-
cano student organizations. The folfowing is a description
of support services which must be made available to partl-
cipants in support programs. It will not be an all lncluslve
list, but it will include the most important areas.

A. Counseling: Student advisors who maintain a personal
relationship with the Chicano participants in support programs
should be assigned the specific duty of analyzing a student’s
problem area and designating where the student can find
help. For instance, if a student has a legal or draft problem,
the counselors would then assign him to a lawyer or draft
counselors on staff. This procedure is efficient and per-
sonal if one or two main counselors: maintain close worlung
relationships with the ChTcano  students and the staff of the
support programs, The counselors should also be available
when training-programs for tutors or recruiters are de-
veloped. For instance, the newly acquired recruiters need
to know the criteria for a student’s performance during an
interview. What should they look for? What kind of communi-
cation, verbal and non verbal, existed during the interview?
The recruiters interview EOP applicants should undergo
an intensive training program handled by the EOP staff
and the Counseling staff.



This short intensive series aid the Chicano recruiters
by helping them to identify high potential students.

Counselors can also implement classes designed to spe-
cifically keep a close communication with the Chicano stu-
dent advisors. Each student advisor who could advise up
to seven students would benefit by discussing his problems
and apprehensions.

Tutor and Counseling: Tutorial problems can be developed
to best suit each student. This means that tutoring  should
be made available on a one-to-one ratio for the student who
needs intensive, in-depth tutorial assistance. Another form
of tutorial help is the one offered through a tutorial pool.
This is to have tutors who specialize in various-subjects
available to the student throughout the week. There can be
supplemental services for the students. For example, a typing
pool can provide typists to type term papers, book reports
and other assigned papers  for the students in order to allow
them more time to devote to rheir studies. The qualifications
which should be considered in selecting tutors are the follow-
ing:

a. Ability to estab1isl-r  rapport with Chicano students
b. Expertise in the.’ field in which he chooses to tutor
c. Legal services. Egch  college or university receives the

services of a part ori full time lawyer. His main job is to
counsel all students on campus who encounter legal diffi-
culty. Chicano student& must receive a special counselor.
They can reveal mar&  of tife  barrio problems of the police
records, parole, marriage difficulties, etc, to the counselor.
As enrollment of Chicanos increases, the school must hire
a Chicano lawyer or &?  able to use the services of Chicano
law students, Report and understanding would more readily
develop aiding the student in solving his problem. In addi-
tion the lawyer can iraerpret  and define contracts dealing
with such things as housing, loans, etc. This must be done
before any Chicano stud&t signs any contract.

Student Counseling Service: Academic and psychological
counseling are the twoi  major areas of student advisement.
The job encompasses Tany  roles. This due to the fact that
since the programs are  new, the problems confronting the
students are recognizeq  only to a certain degree. In other
words, there are still Imany unknown obstacles facing the
students which the staff are unaware of. To safeguard against
the students facing these unknown obstacles by themselves,
someone must clearly identify himself with the students.

Military Counseling Service: Draft problems. Another prob-
lem or need of the Chicano College student that needs care-
ful consideration and immediate action involves the Selec-
tive Service System. This situation is important because it

greatly affects Chicano college students. Under the 1967
Selective  Service Act, the undergraduates were “to be placed
in the draft pool with the age group facing maximum ex-
posure to the draft at the time of 1) graduation 2) withdrawal
Or expulsion from school or 3) the 24th birthday, whichever
came  first.”

At first glance this law appears to be clear-cut, but upon
Careful examination, it is not. This  same law provides for
the induction of nineteen year olds first and guarantees local
board autonomy.
there

The latter really means that even though
is a uniform code, each local board can apply it in

the manner it sees fit. In application, the draft boards still
go by the four-year rule. That is fine for regular admittance,
however, a Chicano student’s general progress is about one
to tW0 years slower than the average.

In order for the Chicano to catch up to the “typical”
Anglo freshman he has to spend the first two semesters taking
classes that will help him understand the college system.
This takes care of one year of his four for demerits. BY
the time he reaches his fourth year, he has used up his
demerits and he is subject to be drafted. What is needed
is a uniform code that will protect or guarantee the Chi-
cano student who is admitted to college under special feder-
ally funded programs the maximum protection from being
discriminated against under the existing Selective Service
Act because he will be in school ‘two or three semesters
longer than an Anglo.

Chicano Veterans: Chicano ex-GI Bill. This is important
to the Chicano veteran since it enables him to stay in college.
Any additional money could be arranged for by the support
programs in conjunction with the Job Placement Centers.

Health Facilities: All of the various health services avail-
able on campus should be explained and made available to
Chicano student participants in kupport  programs. The Health
Center can be utilized especially by the student who lives
away from home, since the free services of doctor visita-
tions, prescriptions, x-rays, and medical treatment are offered.
In addition, special insurance policies can be offered to
Chicano students who have “familia” obligations. Special
policies should be offered by the schools so that the whole
family can be treated at the center. Many of the Chicano
families, realizing that special service can be offered to
students, would find it more acceptable for their sons or
daughters to attend college.

Services: To avoid negative experiences and frustration
in their first year in college, the student advisor should try
to develop a relationship and should encourage a situation
in which the student learns from the student advisor and the



student  advisor also learns from the students in the program;
To enumerate the duties and responsibilities of the student

advisor would be impossible but in general, they can be
classified into three main areas. The three major areas in
which the student advisors are responsible when working
with their students are: 1) administrative role; 2) academic
role; and 3) student advisor-student relationship.

In summary the student advisor must always be aware of
his relationship with his student in the sense that it doesn’t
develop into a paternalistic relationship that the students
are respected as individuals and that they are no different,
except that they may have come from a different educational
environment’. Thus, the respect and trust that exists in the
relationship is one of the most important aspects of the
p r o g r a m .  -

The family’s ‘preoccupation with meeting ehe basic needs
for survival has not allowed them the time nor the money
to seek preventive, and curative health services. As a result,
the student., though he may receive financial assistance, upon
being accepted, does not always  have sufficient funds for
the medical -.attent.ion  he -may  need. His needs range frpm
paying for  a health examination to getting needed prescrlp-
tion glasses; dental scare,  etc. It must be emphasized that
medical costs needed to prepare the student physically for
college have been overlooked. Administrators have assumed
that rhe Chicano has a private doctor and the funds to take
care of his medical expenses, as well as the other added
expenses in preparing for school. If the student needs treat-
ment for something other than a common virus or chest
infection, the health center usually recomm@nds that the
student see his private doctor or a specialist. Once the
student has enrolled he will need a medical plan that will
provide him with more than the minimal services of the
college health center.

The Housing Office must actively help  the students to’
locate living accommodations and arrange housing for each
student. This aspect of the support programs js very im-
portant because it relieves the student of the arduous task
of finding appropriate housing. Chicano students will need
other Chicano students around them to maintain a comrade-
ship. The Housing Office must make sure that housing con2
tracts  do not mislead or discriminate against Chicanos.
Where college dormitories are the only form of housing
available the fees should be evaluated to fit the students’
needs adequately. For example, the cost of college housing
to date is approximately $1200 a year. The student who has
received the maximum amount of financial assistance &s
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a limited amount remaining to pay for books, clothes and
other incidentals.

Transportation facilities: A major problem confronting
the incoming Chicano student 1s transportation. If he is
going to a commuter school, he will need to have either a
car or an efficient bus system. Each college and tiniversit)
has to realize that money will have to be made available
for the transportation of these students. One proposal is
to get money to brovide  a work-study program for Chi,cano
college students ,to  drive in car pools. A student would set
paid to drive his car 15 to 20 hours a week in picking<up
and returning home other Chicano students. It is also pos-
sible for the college to subsidize an effective bus system.
RTD or other bus’ lines can lease out two or three bus routes
to the college. ‘his
receive adequate 3

would enable students without a car to
ransportation service.

Job opportunitiks relevant to the development of the Chi-
cano community should be an integral part of Job Place-
ment Centers. Community job opportunities and related areas
of community dqelopment  should be expanded so that the
Chicano student population receives experience in various
fields before gra ‘

t
ation.

Career counse, ing: Concurrent with the functions of the
Job Placement Cpnter  are the functions of the Career Center.
It offers help yo  students to determine future vocational
or career object$ves.  The employment of Chicano counselors
and trained personnel is necessary to identify the aspira-
tiops  of high qtential  students. The development of his
barrio and the $eople  therein may be his primary concern.
Therefore, all j&b  and career opportuniti<,s  cxwot  be looked
upon from the tkaditional  “middle-class” persk?cctive. The
jobs will be ml?ans by which a people, not Jn  individual
can dcvzlop  and p/-ospcr.

Library Facilities: Incoming Chicano students should be
given individual jorientatlon  sessions to specificaiiy  help
the student when: they must write term papers or book re-
ports. Chicano @per  division students can be employed on
work-study to assist incoming Chicanos in this area.

Social needs 6f the Chicano student: The college as a
whole has variouh  organizations and functions that are sup-
posed to help socialize freshman students to college life.
This social life has largely failed to interest the Chicano
students, mainly because they have not had respresentacion
of
by

Chicanos. This area of responsibility must be assumed
those Chicano organizations that are formed to help their

hermanos on campus.
top?ther

MECHA for instance, wishes to bring

litical
all Chicanos through political action. But the po-

action on tpe campus is supplemented by soci31  events



such as parties and fiestas. Comradeship can be found if
rhese organizations offer a wide variety of activities. Incom-
ing Chicano students are found to be at different political
levels. At the primary level of awareness, education and
socialization should go together to develop the interest of
the student in his people and in himself.
Financial assistance: It is necessary to have a financial

director .that will work directly under the support programs.
This director can have personal interviews with the students
and keep a record of the student’s money allocations. The
financial director should have rapport with the students,
so that personal financial information will not _ be pried
out, but given without any constraint.

SUGGESTIONS: The Joint Committee on Higher Educa-
tion Preliminary Outline 1 67) has shown that students who
are eligible for higher education do not enter a college
or university because of insufficient financial support. The
areas of financial assistance include the expenses of the
school’s tuition, fees, and general costs of room, board,
clothing, laundry, and transportation. In addition, family
obligations, due to marriage or immediate family needs,
must be considered especially among the Chicanos. There
is evidence that the Chicano student maintains family ties
and continues to help financially his family throughout his
college experience. Financial assistance packages must be
guaranteed from the student’s first year to his last. One
approach to the allotment of financial aid could be the appro-
priation of monies in a gradual sequence with a full grant
in the first year and the remaining years, the financial
assistance would be 25% loan and 75% grant. The last year
would be -a  full loan. The NDEA program must expand its
reduction of debt if the stude:ns  are engaged in all the edu-
cation related fields such as student teaching, barrio com-
munity work, college recruitment counseling, social work,
and other related activities.

Family stipends should be provided for those dependent on
the supplementary income of the student.

The above approaches to the financial problems of the Chi-
cano studnet  should remove most of the financial obstacles
plaguing the student during his college career.
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The demand for a relevant cducationai  cspct-ictlcc -is  c!nc’
,i the m.ost  important features of the contemporary Chicano

:! i tural renaissance. On the university and icollcgc  campus,
:: demand for a relevant cultural exper&encc  has taken

: ,3 form of proposals for Chicano Studies curricula. From
: i.‘ standpoint of an organized curriculum,, Chicano Studies
l:eans  the formal, institutionalized, and dynamic study of

‘yicano  culture  in all of its diversity a8d unity. For thati,
i Jason, the logical conclu&on  of a Chicano Studies  curri-
,,:.:lurn  is a Major, or B. A .  Degree, ini  Chicano Studies.

L\ Chicano Studies curriculum organizes the Chicano
: .periencc,  past and present, in accordance with established
s.:ltural  categories. The unity of Chicano., being is based.

2 :; large  part, on the Chicano heritage er la herencia de1
vr Chicano. La hcrencia chicana,  as it contributes to the

-.i!aping  of an individual Chicano’s perso@lity  through the
:;.ing, or experiencing, of Chicano cult&e,  produces dia--

1~.  ctically  a sense of community. Thus Fn  the teaching of
’ ilicano  Studies, formal study is designed to influence the
:!udcnt’s personal experience, or identity: and by so doing
*~~~vcal  to him, either by showing him or eliciting from him,
i;c diverse  aspects of his self and of hi; community. Chi-
:..ino Studies should produce, among oth$r  things, under--
ii 2 ndin(vc of one’s self, of one’s people, and of one’s cul
ural  tr:ditions.

It follows that Chicano Studies are r&t only academic
,:ourses,  delimited to a purely abstrac!  or rationalistic
2 -iperience, but rather they encompass much more. Chi-
:iino  Studies seek to socialize the Chicano student by pro-
::iding  him with the intellectual tools necessary for him
::o deal with the reality of his experience. The critical di
alectics  of Chicano Studies are the individual and culture
$Yhich produces identity and new culture; the individual and
community which produces social action and change. Chi-
cano Studies mean, in the final analysis, the rc-discover?
and the re-conquest of the self and of i the community 1,)
Chicanos.

Organizing a Chicano Studies Curriculum

A fundamental question to answer in organizing a Chi-
cano Studies curriculum is: should the curriculum focus ex-
clusively on the Chicano, or on his interaction with anglo
institutions? In our view while the latter focus is unavoid-.
able, the’ primary focus should be on the Chicano experi-
ence. Only in that way can the Chicano understand his self,
and then the world in which he lives.

Another important question to answer in organizing the
curriculum is how will the curriculum be structured and
institutionalized? That question is dealt with at length in
the report on program institutionalization, but some brief
comments are appropriate.

A Chicano Studies Department is the best vehicle for
elaborating and implementing a diversified curriculum be-
cause it provides a qualified faculty and other departmental
resources. The Chicano Studies Department would offer
courses and maintain its own faculty, in addition to help-
ing to elaborate and co-ordinate courses and faculty re-
sources in other departments.

A Chicano Studies Department should enable students to
participate in departmental affairs, in particular, given the
incipient nature of Chicano Studies, in the elaboration of
curriculum and the hiring of faculty. An effective mecha-
nism must be devised for allowing the meaningful partici-
pation of students in certain important areas of departmental
affairs, i.e., grading policies, teaching methods, preparing
the schedule of classes, and participating in the hiring of
faculty. All Chicano Studies departments shouli establish
joint faculty-student standing committees with meaningful
authority.

The Curriculum

A Chicano Studies curriculum should be open to all
students on campus. But because the curriculum is especially
designed for Chicanos, it must take into account the Chi-
cano student’s especial psychological, social, and intellec-
tual needs. In too many cases, the Chicano student is un-
prepared, due to the criminally deficient education which
he receives in the public schools, for college work. With
the proper motivation and creative counselins,  however,
a student can quickly overcome a deficient academic back-
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ground. Such  conditions are particularly relevant to the%!
lower-division curriculum. The lower-division curriculum I*!
should stress core courses, seminar- size discussion
a tutorial team, etc.

A few words are in order on a curriculum srrnt~av  .’
The proliferation of courses for its own sake iz - -._
It is wrong because once courses are put on a catalog& L-:9
available faculty, usually non-Chicano faculty, will teach ??
them. The alternative is to add Chicano courses and Chi-
can0 faculty appointments, if not simultaneously, at least

-“$

in close proximity. The elaboration of Chicano curriculum
$zsz
?$.~

should be directly linked to the appointment of new Chicanos :jjj
to the faculty. +&$

The Chicano Studies Department will offer lower and upper
,<?s

division courses. The number of courses in both divisions
is related to the number of Chicano faculty, Courses will ---$
be open to all students except for those in upper division ‘;,.,

which require special prerequisites. The Chicano Studies :-z#
curriculum involves principally the following discin  in@<- ,;<:a
Anthropology, Art, Economics, Education, English, !.-----,  ,
Linguistics, Political Science, Public Health, Sociology, Span-
ish, and Theatre Arts. The fulcrum on which the curriculum
rests is a constellation of core courses, that in their totality .- .:*

provide a conceptual unity for the student. The curriculum
.;r$
‘X

may be organized into three tracts: Ilumanities,  Social Sci- --Z
ences,  and Education. The tracts take as their base of or-
ganization the core courses. Tracts provide the course

2;

framework for the students’ particular interests 0;
” $L,.$gf

within the overall field.
The lower division curricula is the crucial area for all

the colleges. This because of multiples reasons. One, the
obvious, is the part of the curriculum that the largest num-
ber of students will come into contact. It will have an im- l___
pact on a larger number of anglo students. esneciallv  if. -.-:x2-.‘x:-.:ai
as it is recommended, Chicano Studies courses fulfill ioni
era1 education requirements. Most importantly, the lowcr
division courses will be among the first taken by Chicano
students, and this fact must he given special consideration.

The Chicano Studies lower division divides  into two sub-
divisions: culture and communications.

I. Culture
1. Chicano culrure
2. Mexican heritage
3. anglo heritage

II. Communications
1. Communication skills

d
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2. language
3. literature

/.
j
;;

This general framework can be made to serve the mul-
tiple objectives of Chicano Studies for lower division. It
would provide the curriculum vehicle for affirming identity
and developing an in-depth appreciation for the cultural
heritage. Moreover, it provides a forum for facts and ideas
to sensitize students to the historical and contemporary situ-
ation, of the Chicano community and the diversity of its
roots. The communications courses develop written and oral
skills in both Spanish and English by methods particularize5
for the needs of the Chicano students. Such courses must use
a content directly related to that of the culture courses.
The lower division frame takes into consideration the possi-
bility of fulfilling general education requirements for any
student. The staff for the lowed division courses should be
chosen with the multiple aspects of lower division in mind;
these courses should exclusively be taught by Chicano Studies
department faculty. In order to give  Chicano Studies students
latitude for fulfilling other requirements, the number of
courses is small, however the intensity should be high
if the courses are to accomplish t!ieir  purpose.

As stated, upper division curriculum is organized around
required survey courses and provides an option of three
tracts for the student. These courses are:

1. the history of the Chicar&
2. the economics of the Chicano
3. the psychology of the Chi$ano
4. the sociology of the Chic&o
5. the literature and folklore of the Chicano
6. politics and the Chicano i
7. education and the Chicand

A simple and controllable ipattern  for upper division
is possible without recourse to the exotic and questionable.
For Chicano Studies, in each barticular  discipline, there
must be a survey course of 3 quarters or 2 semesters,
an undergraduate special studies seminar, special studies
for individual work and a one year graduate seminar focus-
ing on the Chicano within  the cobtext of the particular disci-
pline. To make the preceding clear:

History.
1.  History of the Chicano in the Southwest
2. Undergraduate seminar in Chicano history
3. Special studies in Chicano history
4. Graduate seminars: topics’ in the history of the Chicano

In the appendix are course descriptions for several disci-
plines. They are of varying quality but all can serve as guide-

I



ization, etc. is counter-productive to Chicano Studies -pro-
grams. It must cease.

If the curriculum program is part of a ‘major, students
should be urged to pursue a double major or that at least
a very strong minor in a traditional discipline be required.
The major must always have as a requisite Spanish as the
language. The language requirement may be fulfilled through
unit credits or a proficiency examination.

Instructors in Chicano Studies should be flexible and
innovative in the area of credit allocation and grading.
The use of horizontal credit scale has attractive features.
It can eliminate many of the grading problems. In a horizon-
tal credit scale a course is offered with X potentialcredits.
The student is given credit units according to thk  amount
and quality of his work. Also instructors should consider
credit/no credit with option for a grade for Chicano Studies
courses. Procedures should be developed for unit credit
for community service when the service is correlated to
course work.

Junior college, state college and university Chicar$  Studies
curricula must be standardized and coordinated before diffi-
culties arise. The transfer of credit for equivalenti  courses
must be facilitated. In catalogues, course descriptions should
indicate transfer equivalency. An obvious recommendation
is that in the local areas Chicano Studies persounel  from
all institutions of higher education
coordinate the curriculum.

m e e t  perioci~cally  t o

and
The goal for Chicano Studies is to provide arcoherent

socially relevant education, humanistic and pragmatic
which prepares Chicanos for service to the Chicino  com-
munity and enriches the total society. Students wilI  be pre-
pared to work and  live for the purpose of realizing blitical,
social, and economic change.

!

Proposal for Curricular Change

TO: Vice I’resident for Academic i\ffairs
Council of Deans and Division Chairman
Curriculum Committee

FROAI:  Gustav V. Senade. Department of Spanish
Chairman - ’
Ad Iloc  Committee for Department of Chicano iStudies

PROPOSAL: New Courses
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lines. The proliferation
courses regardless of

Chicano Studies

la-lb.

2a-2b.

Introduction to Chicano Studies (3-3)
Introduction to the culture and civi-
lization of the Mexican American.
First semester: history; Mexican and
U.S. roots; the new identity.
Second semester: contemporary prob-
lems; social and political movements.

Oral and written Communication for the
Spanish-Speaking (3-3)
Training for the Spanish-speaking in
processes of oral and written expres-
sion.

1 0 .

11.

20a-20b.

30.

33.-34.

First semester: oral  expression; ad-
dressing the barrio; formal delivery.
Second semester: written expression;
English grammar and composition; the
the term paper.

Mexican American in Transition (3)
Modern Chicano social problems recog-
nizing the sociological factors involved.
Emphasis on scientific method of ap-
proach. Evaluation of various causes
and solutions of problems of the Chi-
cano. =

Community Development (l-3)
Field work in the barrio. Directed re-
search and development projects in the
San Diego Chicano community. Recom-
mend that this course be taken con-
currently with ChS  la or lb.

Introduction to Politics and Government
(3-3)
(Special emphasis on Chicano in politics
and government)
First semester: Community political
structure.
Second semester: Introduction to Amer-
ican Government-- Special emphasis on
role of ethnic minorities.

Mexican Literature in Translation (3)
Contemporary Mexican prose and poe-
try in translation.

Spanish for the Spanish-Speaking (3)
(Same as Spanish 3,4--Special Sections
for Native Speakers)
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40.

41a-41b.

50.

OOa-60b.

05a.

Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor
A practical application of principles
of grammar. Reading in Spanish of
cultural materials, literature, drama.
Special emphasis on problems of or-
thography and composition of the na-
tive speaker who has had little formal
Spanish training.

History of Racism (3)
Survey and analysis of majority group
racism and its effects upon minority
ethnic groups and society. -

History of the U.S. (3-3
(Special emphasis on Spanish and Mex-
ican influences. )
First semester: U.S. expansion to 1848.
Second semester: 1848 to present. De-
tailed study of Treaty of Guadalupe Hi-
dalgo; history of Mexican immigration;
farm labor and urban Chicano history;
contemporary movements.

Introduction to Chicano Culture(S)
The individual Chicano and his cultural
pattern: The acquisition of his culture,
innovation and invention, direction of
his cultural development,  diffusion and
intcrpenetion of MEexican  and U.S.
cultures.

Art of Mexico and Chicano Art (3-31
First semester: Mexican Art. Critical
analysis and appreciation of the Art
of Mesico from prc-Columbian to con-
temporary times.
Second  semester: Contemporary barrio
art in the Southwest. Lectures and ex-
hiJ)itions  by Chicano artists of Cali-
fornia.

I listor!.  of Chicano Drama (3)
‘I‘hc  ‘I’c’atro  Campesino  of Luis  Valdez:
111~’ J-OS  ,\ngelcs  teatro urbano. Theory
;inc!  p!‘accicc  in contemporary Chicano
rhc;~tro,  including literary, critical, and
tccllnical  Lispects  viewed against the
historical background.. . . .C,nlcano  I)rarnatic  I?-oduction (3)
Two  lectures  and three hours of la-
horatory  technical practices and or-

i
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ganization of productions; writing for
the Chicano theatre; presentation of
plays in the barrio and the college.

Mexican and Chicano Music (3)
Music of Mexico and the barrio; em-
phasis on the corrido,  its history and
development in Mexico and the;  U.S.

UPPER DIVISION

ChS  121 Immigration Law and Practices (3)’
Legal and political status of the immi-
grant from Mexico; process of immi-

ChS  131
gration; counseling the immigrant.

Chicano Poetry: Creative Writing (3)
Reading and writing of Spanish/E glish
macaromic verse; a writing woskshop
in which students are given opportunity
to criticize each other’s work; Em-
phasis on bilingual poetry, but stpdents
are free to pursue forms that interest
them most. May be taken a second time

with new material. f
ChS  180 The Mexican American: Psychologiial  and

and Cultural Influenies  (3) ji
Emphasis on psychological and &ltural
influences to familiarizefuture counse-
ors ,and  teachers with the CQcano.
Designed to identify and consider areas
which will begin to sensitize the! coun-

selor-teacher in classroom andjcoun-
seling ‘setting.

ChS  181 The Chicano and the Schools (3) c
The Chicano child from pre-school
through high school with emphaSis  on
social, intellectual, a n d emotional.
growth and development. Observation
and study of children in the San,  Diego
schools. i

Due to the shortage of teaching positions, various Departments
will be offering upper division courses for the Chicano Studies
curriculum until such a time as teaching allocations are avail-
able to Chicano Studies. These courses will be listed as
follows:

Social Work 199. Special Problems: Social Work with Spe-
cial Reference to the Mexican American.
(l-6)
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History 180. ’ Mexican American History (3) 24

Spanish 199. Special Studies: Barrio Language Study ,J:$
(l-3) %L

When the major and minor are proposed for Chicano Studies, ,‘$
these courses will be integrated into the upper division curri- i;j
culum. 5:,m;

Introduction
Par the Movement political action essentially means

influencing the decision-miking  process of those institutions
which affect Chicanos, the university, community organizations,
and non-community institutions. Political action encompasses
three elements which function in a progression: political
consciousness,
breaks

political mobilization and tactics. Each part
down into further subdivisions. Before continuing with

specific discussion of these three categories a brief historical
analysis must be formulated.

Historical Perspective

The political activity of the Chicano Movement at colleges
and universities to date has been specifically directed toward
establishing Chicano student organizations (UMAS,  MAYA,
MASC, MECHA, etc. ) and institutionalizing Chicano Studies
programs. A variety ‘of organizational forms and tactics have
characterized these student organizations.

One of the major factors which led to political awareness
in the 60’s was the clash between anglo-american educational
institutions and Chicanos who maintained their cultural iden-
tity. Another factor was the increasing number of Chicano
students who became aware of the extent to which colonial
conditions characterized their communities. The result of
this domestic colonialism is that the barrios and colonias
are dependent communities with no institutional power base
of their own. Historically, Chicanos have been prevented from
establishing a power base and significantly influencing de-
cision-making. Within the last decade, a limited degree of
progress has taken place in securing a base of power within
educational institutions.

Other factors which affected the political awareness of
the Chicano youth were: the heritage of Chicano youth move-
ments of the 30’s and 40’s; the failures of Chicano political
efforts of the 40’s and 50’s; the bankruptcy of Mexican-
American. pseudo- political associations, and the disillusion----r-ment of Chicano  participants in the Kennedy campaigns.
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Among the strongest influences on Chicano youth today have 1 ,$
been the National Farm Workers Association, the Crusade -:+
for Justice and the Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres. G
The Civil Rights, the Black Power, and the Anti-war move- ‘?$
ments were other influences. 2;

As political consciousness increased there occurred simul-
Z<$
%.%

taneously a renewed cultural awareness which alongwith social
and economic factors led to the proliferation of Chicano youth

.$:

organizations. By the mid 1960’s,  MASC, MAYA,, UMAS,
:$

.,?
La Vida Nueva, and MECHA appeared on campus, while the .!
Brown Berets, Black Berets, ALMA and La Junta organized ;
in the barrios and colonias.  These groups differed from one .:
another depending on local conditions, and their varying states
of political development. Despite differences in name and
organizationaliexperience,  a basic unity evolved.

These groups have had a significant impact on the aware-
ness of large numbers of people, both Chicano and non-
Chicano. Within the communities, some public agencies have
been sensitized  and others have been exposed. On campuses,

‘<
-;I:-

articulation of demands and related political actions have 5
dramatized NjJESTRA CAUSA. Concrete results are visible
in both the increased number of Chicano students on campuses
and the establishment of corresponding supportive services. -1:

zation of Chicano Studies marks the present
. the next stage will involve the strategic
iversity  and college resources to the corn-

‘5
‘f

mediate result will be the elimination of the
tions which exist between the students and

the communit&  Rather than being its victims, the community.
will benefit from the resources of the institutions of higher
learning. h

;
Political Conxiotisness

Commitment to the struggle for Chicano liberation is the
operative definition of the ideology used here. Chicanismo in-
volves a crucial distinction in political consciousness between
a .Mexican American and a Chicano mentality. The Mexican
American is a person who lacks respect for his cultural
and ethnic heritage. Unsure of himself, he seeks assimi-
lation as a way out of his “degraded” social status. Con-
sequently, he remains politically ineffective. In’ contrast
Chicanismo reflects self-respect and pride in one’s ethnic
and cultural background, Thus the Chicano acts with confi-
dence and with a range of alternatives in the political world.
He is capable of developing an effective ideology through
action.

Mexican Americans must be viewed as potential Chicanc
Chicanismo is flexible enough to relate to the varying levels
of consciousness within La Raza. Regional variations must
alwiys be kept in mind as well as the different levels of
development, composition, maturity, achievement, and experi-
ence in political action. Cultural nationalism is a means of
total Chicano liberation.

There are definite advantages to cultural nationalism
but also inherent limitations. A Chicano ideology, especially
as it involves cultural nationalism, should be positively
phased in the form of propositions to the Movement. Chi-
canismo  is a concept that integrates self-awareness with
cultural identity, a necessary step in developing political
consciousness. As such, it serves as a basis for political
action, flexible enough to include the possibility of coali-
tions. The ‘related concept of La Raza provides an inter-
nationalist scope to Chicanismo and La Raza Cosmica  fur-
nishes a philosophical precedent. Within this framework,
the Third World Concent merits consideration.

Political Mobilization

Political mobilization is directly dependent on political
consciousness. As political consciousness develops, the po-
tential for ‘political action increases.

The Chicano student organization in institutions of higher
learning is central to all effective political mobilization. Ef-
fective mobilization presupposes precise definition of po-
litical goals and of the tactical interrelationships of roles.
Political goals in any given situation must encompass the
totality of Chicano interests in higher education. The dif-
ferentiation of roles required by a given situation must be
defined on the basis of mutual accountability and equal shar-
ing of responsibility. Furthermore, the mobilization of com-
munity support not only legitimizes the activities of Chicano
student organizations but also maximizes political power.
The principle of solidarity is axiomatic in all aspects of
political action.

Since the movement is definitely of national significance
and scope, all student organizations should adopt one identical
name throughout the state and eventually the nation to charac-
terize  the common struggle of La Raza de Aztlan. The net
gain is a step toward greater national unity which enhances
the,power  in mobilizing local campuses organizations.

When advantageous, political coalitions and alliances  with
non-Chicano groups may be considered. A careful analysis



must precede the decision to enter into a coalition. One ;*

significant factor is the community’s attitude towards coa- .litions.  Another factor is the formulation of a mechanism
for the distribution of power that insures maximum par-
ticipation in decision making: i.e., formulation of demands
and planning of tactics. When no longer’ politically advan-
tageous, Chicano participation in coalition ends.



CAMPUS ORGANIZING

Introduction

MECMA  is a first step to tying the student groups through- .L-.$$
out  the  Southwest  into a vibrant  and responsive network .:.&
of activists that will  respo&  as  a  uni t  to  oppress ion and--??
racism and that will work in harmony when initiating andl’$!
carrying out campaigns of liberation for our people. i/e,.  .- -si,.

As of present wherever  one travels  throught the Southwest .“::i$$&
one f inds that  there are diff&ent  levels  of  awareness  on difl i:;&$
fercnt campuses.  I t  is  the fuqction  of MECIfA  to  furrhcr  SO-  ‘-i&k
cializarion  and politicization 5x liberation on all  campuses, -“.;-s
‘I‘hc  s tuden t  m o v e m e n t  is  to  a  Large degree a political move:ee-~z~
mcnt  and as such must not illicit from our people  the negative ‘xz

t h a t  we have e,\p~;ricncctl  s o  ofrcn i n  the’  pdst  i n
I Vy;”

r esponses
relation tu polit ics. :and  often’ with good  reason.  .I‘0 th is  c\nd
then,  wc‘  must rc-clefinc  politi’cs  for our pcoplc  to  1~  ;I  txc;ins
of liberation. -l‘hc  political s$pb’ ,stication  OF  oul-  l<aLa must
he raised so th;x they do  nol?aIt  prey to  apologists  ;lnd  vcn-
d i d o s  w h o s e  ~holc  interest  is t h e i r  personal  C~I-CCI  or  f o r - -5 by<

tune. In addition the student rnovc~rnent  is mt,rc  th;ln ~1 poLitica
?WB,\Ys:&J&y. .>:pe?<q

movement, i t  i s  c u l t u r a l  and:  s o c i a l  a s  w~~li,  The s p i r i t  ui j;gg

MECI-IA m u s t  be une o f  “hcr;m;lndad“ Llnd Cul~uI-aI  a\vLIrc-
ness.  T h e  e t h i c  o f  profit  &d  competition.  o f  grc>ed  .IIIC~

yG&#

intolerance which the i\n$o  s+iet) offers  m u s t  be  I-c~,lL~c~~ci
j&gg a

b y  Our  anCeSW31  CCJnlKIUllaliS~ll  And  lO\‘e  t’or  t)CIIUtV  ;tllCI  JLI~--
3: 1%
.&$f

especially if  they are earned at the expense  of his identit).
and cultural integrity.

hlL.ICIIA  t h e n ,  i s
unity,

more t h a n  a  name. it is ~3  spirit of
of  brotherhood and ~1 resolve to  undcxrtakc  LI struggle

f o r  l i b e r a t i o n .  i n  ~1  socict\.  whet-c

NOTES OF MECHA:

\

Function of MECHA - To the Student

To socialize and politicize  Chicano srudencs  (JrI rhcir- pai
titular  c a m p u s  t o  t h e  ideals  o f  the m o v e m e n t .  l r  is impot-
tant  t h a t  every C h i c a n o  s t u d e n t  o n  c a m p u s  hc madl:  t’ct-I
that he has a place on that campus and that hc  have a feeling
of familia with his Chicano brothers. T h e r e f o r e .  the or-
!l:lnization  in its flurrv of activities and projects must  nori
t(l!‘~~~t  or overlook rhc  human factors of friendship, untlc!--
sLlnding-. t rus t  etc.  As well as stimulating hcrmandad.  this
,lpprr)ach  can also be looked at in more pragmatic tctrms.  If
c,nciugh  trus;I.  frienctsnip  and unders tanding is  generated.  rhc*n
Io!,~~lr!;  2nd support  can be rel ied upon when a crisis fact’s
I I1 C’ g  t-oup  or  con3  m u n i t y . This at t i tude must  nor mcrel>,
pl-“\‘lcii~ &I  social  club  atmosphere  b u t  t h e  strengrhs.  wc;tk-
n i’ 5  ,+ 5 ,inc!  1;llCnts of catch  member should be known SO tha t
I  hr)  rn:i)  \\c,  urili/.cd  t o  the grcarest  a d v a n t a g e .  K n o w  one
dl70111C‘t- OA!~I  01  rhc reason  t h a t  s t u d e n t s  w i l l  c o m e  c o  the
or-~anizztion  i5 i n  +‘arch  o f  sI;clf-fulfillment,  Give  t h a t  in-
divkluai  rhc (jpporrunir!;  t o  sho\v  w h a t  h e  c a n  d o ,  A l t h o u g h
t h e  \lo\.cmcnt  51 :-c’.I;sc’s collccrivc  lx’ha\,ior.  it  is importanr
t h a t  11x  indiviiiu,ll  IW !-~~ccl:,rnizfd  a n d  given  c r c d i r  f o r  h i s
e f f o r t s .  M’hcn  pcoplc W\;O  work  i n  c l o s e  a s s o c i a t i o n  kno\\
one anothc  t- ivcll.  ir i s  mo 1-c’ <otiducivc  t o  self-  c r i t i c i s m
and I-e--c~vAuJrion  2nd  lhis  ~‘vt:-! \Il-:CIi,\  person  musr  bc
willing<  t o  suhmi1  t o i)c,t-iotlic .-c,lt  c.i-iricism  o f t e n  elimi-
natc’5  s:t,3ric  cycles  (of’  urlpr-&ucti\,c  bcha\.ior.  I t  i s  a n  o p p o r -
t u n i t y  f o r  ft-csh a p p r o a c h e s  10 old prohlc,ms  10  bc  surfaced
2nd air,d. ir 0. i y  c s new  leadership  3  chance  t o  emerge;
end r h i s musr rt3c recognized  a s  3  v i r a l  pltrt  o f  111.tCII,\.
\lI-:<:ii;\  con  hc  c o n s i d e r e d  a  training  g r o u n d  f o r  Ic~dcr-
s hi 1) .inct as such  n o o n e niemkr  01 $I-Oup cJf n?L’nl  k1-S

s h o u l d  dommatc  i-he  l e a d e r s h i p  p o s i t i o n s  f o r  ions  pc.riocis
OF rime. T h i s  tends  t o  take  CL~I‘C’  of  itself  considering  ihc
t i-:\tn5itor!, narurc  of  students.

Recruitment and Education
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to go through a period of warming up to to the old member-
ship. Bach new member must be given a responsibility
as soon as possible and fitted into the scheme of things
according to his or her best talents and interests,

Since the college student is constantly faced with the
responsibility of raising funds for the movement, whether
it be for legal defense, the Grape boycott or whatever rea-
son, this is an excellent opportunity for internal education.
Fund raising events should always be educational. If the
event is a symposium or speech or debate it is usually
an excellent opportunity to spread the Chicano Liberation
Movement philosophy. If the event is a pachanga or tardeada
or baile this provides an opportunity to practice and teach
the culture in all its facets. In addition, each MECHA chap-
ter should establish and maintain an extensive library of
Chicano materials so that the membership has ready access
to material which will help them understand their people
and their problems. General meetings should be educational.
The last segment of each regular meeting can be used to
discuss ideological or philosophical differences; or some event
in the Chicano’s history. It should be kept in mind that there
will always be different levels of awareness within the
group due to the individual’s background or exposure to the
movement. This must be taken into consideration so as
not to alienate members before they have had a chance
to listen to the arguments for liberation.

The best educational device is being in the Barrio as
often as possible. More often than not the members of MECHA
will be products of the Barrio but many have lost contact
with their former surroundings and this tie must be re-
established if MECHA is to organize and work for La Raza.

The following things should be kept in mind in order
to develop group cohesiveness: 1) know the talentsand abilities
of each member, 2) every member must be given a responsi-
bility and recognition should be given to their efforts 3) if
mistakes are made, they should become learning experi-
ences for the whole group and not merely excuses for ostra-
cizing individual members, 4) since many people come to
MECHA seeking self-fulfillment, they must be given the
opportunity to develop a positive self-image as a Chicano
5) every opportunity must be seized to educate the student
to the Chicano philosophy, culture and history 6) of great
importance is that a personal and human interaction exist
between members of the organization so that such things
as personality clashes, competition, ego-trips, subterfuge,
infiltration, provocateurs, cliques and mistrust do not im-
pede the c :hesion  and effectiveness of the group. Above
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all the feeling of hermandad must prevail so that the or-
ganization is more to the members than just a club or clique.
MECHA must be a learning and fulfilling experience that
develops dedication and commitment.

A delicate but essential question is discipline. Discipline
is important to an organization such as MECHA because
many may suffer from the indiscretion of a few. Because
of the reaction of the general population to demands of the
Chicano, one can always expect some retribution or retali-
ation for gains made by the Chicano, be it in the form of
legal action or merely economic sanction on the campus.
Therefore it becomes essential that each member pull his
load and that no one be allowed to be dead weight. Carga
floja is dangerous and if not brought up to par, must be
cut loose. The best discipline comes from mutual respect
and therefore the leaders of the group must enjoy and give
this respect. The manner of enforcing discipline however,
should be left up to the group and the particular situation.

Planning and Strategy

Actions of the group must be co-ordinated in such a
way that everyone knows exactly what he is supposed to
do. This requires that at least rudimentary organizational
methods and strategy be taught to the group. Confusion is
avoided if the plans and strategies are clearly stated to all.
The objective must be clear to the group at all times es-
pecially during confrontations and negotiations. There should
be alternate plans for reaching the objectives and these
should also be explained to the group so that it is not felt
that a reversal of position or capitulation has been carried
out without their approval. The short as well as the long
range value and effects of all actions should be considered
before action is taken. This assumes that there is suffi-
cient time to plan and carefully map out actions--which
brings up another point--don’t be caught off guard, don’t
be forced to act out of haste, choose your own battleground
and your own time schedule when possible. Know your po:ver
base and develop it. A student group is more effective if it
can claim the support of community and support on the
campus itself from other sectors than the student popu-
lation.
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The Function of MECHA - To the Campus Community

Other students can be important to MECHA in suppor-
tive roles; hence the question of coalitions. Although it is
understood and quite obvious that the viability and amena-
bility of coalition varies from campus to campus some
guidelines might be kept in mind. These questions should
be asked before entering into any binding agreement. Is
it beneficial to tie oneself to another group in coalition
which will carry it in conflicts for which one is ill-pre-
pared or on issues in which one is ill-advised? Can one
safely go into a coalition where one group is markedly
stronger than another? Are the interests of MECHA and
of the community being served? Does MECHA have an equal
voice in leadership and planning in the coalition group?
1s it perhaps better to enter into a loose alliance for a
given issue? How does the Leadership of each group view
coalitions? How does the membership? Can MECHA hold
up its end of the bargain? Will MECHA carry dead weight
in a coalition? All of these and many more questions must
be asked and answered before one can safely say that he
will benefit and contribute to a strong coalition effort.

Supportive groups. When moving on campus it is often
well-advised to have groups who are willing to act in sup-
portive roles. For example there are usually any number
of faculty members who are sympathetic but limited as to
the number of activities they will engage in. These faculty
members often serve on academic councils and senates
and can be instrumental in academic policy. They also
provide another channel to the academic power structure
and can be used as leverage in negotiation. However these
groups are only as responsive as the ties with them are
nurtured. This does not mean compromise MECHA’s  in-
tegrity it merely means laying good groundwork before
an issue is brought up, touching bases with your allies
before hand.

Sympathetic administrators. This is a delicate area since
administrators are most interested in not jeopardizing their
ositions and often will try to act as buffers or liason be-

rween the administration and the student group. In the case
of ChiCan  administrators it should not a priori  be assumed
that bwause  be is Raza  he is to be blindly trusted. E he is
not  known  to the membership he must be given a chance
to grQve his allegiance to La Causa. As such he should be
the Chicano’s  man in the power structure instead of the ad-
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ministration’s Mexican-American. It is from the aaministra
tor that information can be obtained as to the actual feasi-
bility of demands or programs to go beyond the platitudes
and pleas of unreasonableness with which the administration
usually answers proposals and demands. The words of the
administrator should never be the deciding factor in stu-
dents’ actions. The students must at all times make their
own decisions. It is very human for people to establish
self-interest. Therefore students must constantly remind
the Chicano administrators and faculty where their loyalty
and allegiance lies. It is very easy for administrators to
begin looking for promotions just as it is very natural for
faculty members to seek positions of academic prominence.

In short, it is the students who must keep after Chicano
and non-Chicano administrators and faculty to see that they
do not compromise the position of the student and the com-
munity. By the same token, it is the student who must come
to the support of these individuals if they are threatened
for their support df the students. Students must be careful
not to become a political lever for others.

Function of MECHA - E&cation

It is a fact the Chicano has not often enough written
his own history, his  own anthropology, his own sociology
his own 1iterature.t  He must do this if he is to survive a;
a cultural entity ik this melting pot society which seeks to
dilute varied cultures into a grey upon grey  pseudo-culture
of technology and inaterialism.  The Chicano student is doing
most of the work in the establishment of study programs,
centers, curriculuti  development, entrance programs to get
more Chicanos into ;colIege.  This is good and must continue,
but students must ibe careful not to be co-opted in their
fervor for establishing relevance on the campus. Much of
what is being offered by college systems and administrators
is too little too late.?  MECHA must not compromise programs
and curriculum which  are essential for the total education
of the Chicano for the sake of expediency, The students
must not become so engrossed in programs and centers
created along established academic guidelines that they for-
get the needs of the people which these institutions are
meant to serve. To this end, Barrio input must always be
given full and open hearing when designing these programs
when creating them and in running them. The jobs create4
by these projects must be filled by competent Chicanos;
not only one who has the traditional credentials required
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for the position, but one who has the credentials of the
Raza.  Too often in the past the dedicated pushed for a pro-
gram only to have a vendido sharp-talker come in and take
over and start working for his Anglo administrator. There-
fore, students must demand a say in the recruitment and
selections of all directors and assistant directors of student-
initiated programs. To further insure strong if not complete
control  of the direction and running of programs, all ad-
visory and steering committees should have both student
2nd  community components as well as sympathetic Chicano
faculty as members.

Tying the campus to the Barrio. The colleges and uni-
versities in the past have existed in an aura of omnipotence
dnd  infallibility. It is time that they be made responsible
,>nd  responsive to the communities in which they are located
or whose members they serve. As has already been men-
ironed, community members should serve on all programs
related to Chicano interests. In addition to this all attempts
must  be  made to take the college and university to the Bar-
rio whether $ be in form of classes giving college credit
or community centers financed by the school for the use
of community organizations and groups. Also the Barrio
must be brotight  to the campus, whether it be for special
programs or ongoing services which the school provides
for the people of the Barrio. The idea must be made clear
to the people  of the Barrio that they own the schools and
rhe schools %d all their resources are at their disposal.
!‘hc  student troup  must utilize the resources open to the
school for t

3
benefit of the Barrio at every opportunity.

i his can be X,,done  by hiring more Chicanos to work as aca-
ticmic  and non-academic personnel on the campus often re-
(!uiring  esposure  of racist hiring practices now in oper-
Jtion  in many.  college and universities. When functions, so-
< iill or otherl?ise, are held in the Barrio under the spon-
sorship of the college and university monies should be
spent in the ) Barrio. This applies to hiring Chicano con-
tractors to build on campus, etc. hlany colleges and uni-
versities have  publishing operations which could be forced
to accept Uarrio works for publication. Many other things
could  be condidered  in using the resources of the school
to the Barrio. There are possibilities for using the physical
piant  and facilities not mentioned here but this is an area
which has great potential,

MECHA in the Burrio

\lost  colleges in the Southwest are located near Or in
tne same town as a Barrio. Therefore it is the responsibility
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of MECHA members to establish close working relation-
ships with organizations in that Barrio. The MECHA people
must be able to take the pulse of the Barrio and be able to
respond to it. However, MECHA must be careful not to
overstep its authority or duplicate the efforts of another
organization already in the Barrio. MECHA must be able
to relate to all segments of the Barrio, from the middle-
class assimilationists to the batos locos.

Obviously every Barrio has its particular needs and
MECHA people must determine with the help of those in
the Barrio where they can be most effective. There are
however, some general areas which MECHA can involve
itself. Some of these are: 1) Policing social and govern-
mental agencies to make them more responsive in a hu-
mane and dignified way to the people of the Barrio, 2) Carry-
ing out research on the economic and credit policies of
merchants in the Barrio and exnosing  fraudulous and ex-
horbitant establishments, 3) speaking and communicating
with junior high and high school students helping with their
projects, teaching them organizational techniques, support-
ing their actions 4) spreading the message of the movement
by any media available, this means speaking, radio, tele-
vision, local new spaper, underground papers, posters, art,
theatres, in short spreading propaganda of the Movement,
51  exposing discrimination in hiring and renting practices
and many other areas which the student because of his
mobility, his articulation, and his vigor should take as his
responsibility. It may mean at times having to work in con-
junction with other organizations. If this is the case and the
project is one begun by the other organization, realize
that MECHA is there as a supporter and should accept
the direction of the group involved. Do not let loyalty to
an organization cloud responsibility to a greater force--
La Causa.

Working in the Barrio is an honor, but is also a right.
because we come from these people and as such mutual
respect between the Barrio and the college group should
be the rule. Understand at the same time, however, that
there will initially be mistrust and even envy on the part
of some in the Barrio for the college student. This mis-
trust must be broken down by a demonstration of affec-
tion for the Barrio and La Raza through hard work and
dedication. If the approach is one of a dilletante or of a
Peace Corps volunteer, the people will know it and react
accordingly. If it is merely a cathartic experience to work
among the unfortunate in the Barrio--stay out.

Of the
el espiritu.

community, for the community. Por la Raza habla
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THE UNIVERSITY AND THE
:

CHICANO COMMUNITY

Not all Chicanos in the movement are in agreement  as
to the strategic importance of the university* to the liber-
ation of the Chicano people. A leading argument against in-
volvement with the university holds that the participation
will only result in co-optation of srhrce  Chicano time,
manpower, and resources; and that it will only serve to
legitimize basically racist relatic.lships  between the Chicano
community and gabacho society. According to this view,
the university and other major institutions are essentially
irrelevant to the process of Chicano liberation. What is
necessary is for the Chicano movement to work autono-
mously, relying solely on the Chicano community’s own
resources, orienting itself in the community and not around
“campus” issues,

This view mistakenly assumes that Chicanos seek to use
the university’s resources-- their resources--for our ends.
In fact, what we are demanding is nothing less than to use
those resources which we ourselves have given, directly and
indirectly, to the university. For decades Chicanos have
supported, through taxation of our income and exploitation
of our labor, institutions of higher education. In return we
have received virtually nothing. Indeed, the university has
contributed mightily to the oppression of our people by its
massive one-sided involvement in agribusiness, urban dis-
location, and war, as well as by its racist admiso.i;ns  and
employment policies.

The inescapable fact is that Chicanos must come to grips
with the reality of the university in modern society. The
university is a powerful modern institution because it gene-
rates, and distributes, knowledge, which is power. so far-
reaching is its power that the university today is widely
acknowledged as being the single most important factor in
social and economic growth. Its product, knowledge, may
be “the most powerful single 4ement  in our culture, affect-
ing the rise and fall of Drofessions  and even of social classes,

What is said throughout regarding the university applies
equally to the college systems.
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of regions and even of nations.“% is even predicted that the
university will become the central institution of the next
hundred years.

The university is also important to Chicanos because of
its own extensive wealth and economic resources. The Uni-
versity of California, for example, through a combination
of federal support, state funds, and private contracts and
grants, has an annual budget of nearly $1 billion. Every-
where in California, land values, rates of economic growth,
employment patterns, population trends, etc. are influenced
by the university. Throughout the state the Chicano is af-
fected.

How can the university contribute to the liberation of the
Chicano community7 In the long term probably the most
fundamental contribution it will make will be by producing
knowledge applicable by the Chicano movement. The sys-
temic character of the racist rklationship between gabacho
society and Chicanos will not be altered unless solid research
becomes the basis for Chicano political strategy and action.
Rigorous analysis of conditions must be undertaken, issues
identified, and priorities determined as Chicanos adopt stra-
tegies and develop tactics for the purpose of realigning
our community’s structural relationship to gabacho society.
Moreover, in order fully to liberate Chicanos variables
such as the technological society, megalopolis, etc. must
be confronted in their complexity and mastered in their
meaning.

The role of knowledge in producing powerful social change,
indeed revolution, cannot be underestimated. But it is equally
important to recognize that research will not only  provide
Chicanos with action-oriented analysis of conditions, it will
also aid significantly in politically educating the Chicano
community. That is; it will help measurably in creating

and giving impetus to that historical consciousness which
Chicanos must possess in order successfuly  to struggle as
a people toward a new vision of Atzlan.

Chicano manpower can be distributed and Chicano knowledge
applied through university-sponsored programs, as well as
by means of spin-off organizations, in the Chicano commu-
nity. Such programs will probably have multiple purposes:
cultural, educational, political, and services. They wilI  be
broad-ranging or single-minded in their objectives depending
on community conditions. The critical requirement is that all
these programs be Chicano movement-oriented and involved.
Liberation must always be the guiding principle, the visible
motivation. Finally, such programs should attempt to avoid
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alliances except with dynamic Chicano organizations.
In the short term probably the most significant contribution

the university will make to the Chicano movement is to pro-
vide it with manpower and economic resources. Perhaps
the most helpful contribution the university has made so far
is to create a new Chicano political sector: the students.
Chicano students potentially represent a new force with con-
siderable ability for political action on and off campus.
Compared to the rest of the Chicano community, the stu-
dents’ resources are remarkable. The income they receive,
the legal, medical, and other services available to them,
the time at their disposal--in short, their mobility--far ex-
ceeds that of almost all other Chicanos. The number of Chi-
canos studying at the university is presently small, but
will grow fast--perhaps very fast. !

Whether Chicano student organizations wi!ll  attain suffi-
cient stability and continuity in order to function effectively
as a new Chicano political group remains to be seen. Cer-
tainly the percentage of Chicano students rworking in the
Movement will remain high only so long as the alienating
and distracting effects of gabacho campus life are counter-
acted by Chicano programs. Without a doubt on campus the
Chicano student organization is and will remain the key
agency for aligning university resources and manpower to
the Chicano community. Categorically we, can state that
the degree to which the university works for Chicanos de-
pends on the efforts of Chicanos on campus. ’

Off campus the Chicano student thrust $an be directed
toward various types of social action including boycotts,
demonstrations, strikes, surveys, services,: etc. The uni-
versity almost invariably encourages and favors service-
activity on the part of the students, but we  must keep in
mind that such activity, although important; almost always
helps individuals but does not change the ‘basic situation
of the Chicano community. For this reasoA  ChicanG  stu-
dents must give priority to structural change activity which
aims to affect the conditions that oppress Chicano people.

Alongside the students, other sectors of p+itical  import-
ance to the Chicano movement are emerging and taking shape
in the university. The professional sector, composed of
intellectuals and administrators, is quickly becoming a dy-
namic part of the Chicano struggle on campus and in the
community. The workers may become in time the strongest
of all the Chicano sectors if the “Philadelphia Plan” becomes
a working model for universities, not only in the trades
but across the board. Again it cannot be stressed enough
that it is not enough for Chicanos simply to be hired or en-
rolled at the university; what is needed is’ to recruit and
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integrate them into the Chicano liberation struggle. The im-
portance of forming an alliance between Chicano students,
professionals, and workers is obvious.

What is needed at this time, more than anything else,
is to firm up the rapidly growing identification of the uni-
versity as a critical agency in the transformation of the
Chicano community. OUT people must understand not only
the strategic importance of the university, however; they
must above all perceive the university as being our uni-
versity.
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A PROPOSAL FOR A CHICANO STUDIES

PROGRA

THE SAN’PA  BAR

Few issues confronting higher education in the United
States today are as controversial, or passionately discussed,
as the implications for colleges and universities of the
revolt of the racial minorities and the poor. The Chicano
university student movement in California, for example,
on the threshold of organizational maturity and a new phase i
of political involvement, has defined its demands vis-a-vis
the university in terms of Chicano Studies programs. And
because in most cases the issue of Chicano Studies emerged,
unavoidably perhaps, within a political context, i.e., student- c
administration conflicts, most often the uninformed and the
indifferent have interpreted student demands as illiberal,
narrowly political, and even segregationist. It is vital, there- !
fore,  to fully understand the underlying social and cultural
premises upon which the concept of Chicano Studies rests.

A variety of individuaI  and community needs inhere to ;
Ehe concept of Chicano Studies. Due to the racist character
of American society, now a widely accepted fact, in the . ;
past only individual Mexican-Americans were able to obtain g
moderato status and success in a society dominated by ‘:
Anglo-American values and institutions. For the individual 1
Mexican-American, however, the price of assimilation re- i
aulted,  almost invariably, in a turning away from the corn- :
munity. At the same time the community--the barrio and z
colonia--grew demographically and its socio-economic strut-  I
fural  problems worsened. Due to its essentially “‘different i
life style” and to the socio-economic functions assigned
to it by Anglo-American society, 0.2  community remained 1
exploited, backward, and static.

Now Chicano university students, and the Chicano move- 3
ment in general, not unmindful of the historic price  of assim-
ilation, take change within the community as the point of
departure for their social and political involvement. Thus
it is no accident that the term Chicano, in the past a pejorative
2nd  class-bound adjective, has been taken by  the cultural
‘Janguard of the community as the heart of hearts of a new
‘>lrsic3n  i\merican  cultural identity.
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Chicano Studies then represent the conceptualization and
programming of the Chicano community’s aspirations as they
affect the university. For clearly the university has become,
for the present, the target American institution of Chicano
youth in their struggle for social change and social justice.
The fact that the university has become a target institution
is not an isolated event, moreover, but generally reflects
the historic failure of other American institutions--mainly
political and economic--to respond to the needs of the Chi-
cano community. Chicanos thus perceive the university as
a strategic institutional instrument of change, and just as
it performs for Anglo-American society certain assigned
tasks and functions, so, they justifiably reason, it must
respond to the particular needs and aspirations of the barrio
and of the colonia.

Finally it must also be understood that Chicano youth
are not only social activists seeking change for their com-
munity. They are also cultural nationalists seeking to free
their individual life style from the standardized criteria
of Anglo-American culture. In short, Chicano students are
seeking an authentic freedom of expression within the uni-
versity and society at large. Their call is for authentic
diversification of American culture, a prospect which can
only enrich the university’s fulfillment of its cultural mis-
sion.

With this rationale in mind, presented above in brief
form, Chicano students, faculty, and administrators are
asking the university to act in the following six basic areas:

1) admission and recruitment of Chicano students, faculty
and administrators,

2) a curriculum program and an academic major rele-
vant to the Chicano cultural and historical experience
in America,

3) support and tutorial programs, i.e., EGP, High Po-
tential, Upward Bound, reading clinics, housing, etc.,

4) research programs,
5) publication programs,
6) university-community cultural and urban-change cen-

ters.
Chicano Studies, in the broadest sense, thus represent

an overall university program for the Chicano and his com-
As such the academic aspect of Chicano Studies iS

Lzze dimensidn, albeit a major one, of a broad and multi-
component program. Other  important dimensions are the
institutionalization, implementation, and funding of Chicano
Studies within the existing university institutional framework.
Atd in this connection it must be recognized that Chicano
students, faculty, and administrators must be the central
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and decisive formulators and administrators of the pro-
gram. Existing authority and accountability lines within the
university  system need not be jeopardized by such a policy.
;In  the contrary, through such a policy the university re-
;sponds  to a critical reality of American society, and logically
seeks  the special expertise of representatives of that reality.
‘Through such a policy, moreover, the university stands to
iemocratize, diversify, and enrich its human and intellec-
zual resources.

Subsequent sections deal with the various dimensions and
.:omponents  of Chicano Studies.

Chicano Studies Curriculum and the Major

, , , The University of California, Santa Barbara, now faces
the  challenge of addressing itself to the education of ethnic
minority students that it has never before confronted. Chi-
c ano students, whose backgrounds are preponderantly the
i>arrio  a n d  colonia, are entering UCSB where the social
a$d academic orientation is almost exclusively middle-class
Anglo-American.  The palpable result has been the alienatioi
3ff these students, with its attendant corflictive  potential.

Thus the prevailing cry of Chicano students is one of
relevance,
x?J-&

Faced with the world as presently depicted in

o
classroom at the pre-college and university level, Chi-

students now view that depiction as irrelevant, as
ng little or no relation to the “real world” as they have

wn
h

it, The social world from which they emerged, with
they identify has either been ignored or denigrated.

4 Through Chicano Studies, Chicano students intend to study
and legitimize their cultural heritage. This Chicano Studies
wiil  accomplish by integrating, within a proper academic
setting, their cultural experience. And through the absorption
of Chicano Studies the university itself recognizes that a
me~aningful  education in this day must stress for the benefit
of those students who are committed and’concerned the
historic and functional roles of Chicanos in the Amekican
past.

iChicano Studies, in turn, will  Droaden and deepen the
university’s educational and cultural mission by enlarging
its academic program. Chicano Studies will also serve es-
pecially in the first two years, as a socializing proLess.
Through curriculum and direct student-faculty interaction
the educational process will affect the student’s individual
consciousness and contribute to the shaping of his sense
of community.
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Academically. Chicano Studies will provide the student
with the neces&y  technical and educational skills to inter-
pret his social world, and to understand its relation to other
social worlds. For the Chicano, it is clear that his wori
has been shaped by historical forces beyond the barrio  and
this country. It follows that a meaningful Chicano Studies
curriculum is one that moves outwardly from the barrio
to the world community, especially that part of the world
denominated “the Third World.” The end result will be that
students will be able to know themselves, and also they will
be able, upon graduation, to change their community. ,AS
teachers, social workers, administrators, politicians, and
simply as reflective and responsible human adults, they will
be prepared to change what needs to be changed and pre-
serve those values and traditions vital to the human com-
munity.

i
A. First Year--Three Tracks*

1. Introduction to Chicano Studies, Core Course: 1 year
15 units
Purpose: Academic and Socialization ‘-t.
Content: The class will meet four times weekly

(four hours) with two (2) lectlures  &d
two 121  discussion sections. As a cbre
course the content will be inter-discinlin&y
witb emphasis on. -personality and commu&y.
Relevant disciplines and department& ‘te-
sources: Anthropology,  Economic3,  History,
Political Science, Psychology, Religious %J
dies, Sociology.

Themes: Alienation p-
Community Identity 1
Social Structure
Political Organization

!

Leadership i
1

Conflict and Change
Ideology !
Occupational Structure and Property
Religion

:

Power
2. English IA. lB, 16 (to include subject  A): 12
3. Foreign Language: Spanish and Barrio Spanish, I
4. Physical Education: Karate, Riflery, Aquatics, +Z%xxer:

Gymnastics. Dance, 1 E/2  units.

*Only introduction to Chicano Studies is requiredles,
Chicano Studies major.



7i * Second Year-- Three Tracks ** :
1. Chicano Studies and the Humanities, Core Course:

1 year, 15 units
Purpose: Academic and Socialization
Content: The class will meet four times weekly

(four hours) with two (2) lectures and two
(2) discussion sections. As a core course
the content will be inter-disciplinary with
emphasis individual and community cultural
identity. Relevant disciplines and depart-
mental resources: Art, Dance, Dramatic
Arts, Music, Philosophy, World and Ethnic
Literature.

Themes: Mexican Philosophy and National Identity
Carlos Chavez and Mexican Music
The Mexican Novel
Muralists as National Prophets
Folk Dance and Music
Chicano Identity

and/or
2. Chicano Studies and Science, Core Course: 1 year,

15 units
Purpose: Academic and Socialization
Content: The class will meet four times weekly

(four hours) with two (2) lectures and two
(2) discussion sections. Emphasis on history
of science and technology, on scientific
method, laboratory techniques, scientific
thought, and on the social functions of sci-
ence. Course will focus on the uses of sci-
ence in modern world, and on the relations
of the scientific community and the uni-
versity to government and private industry.
Relevant disciplines and departmental re-
sources: History of Science and Technology,
Biology, Geography, Math, and Physics.

Themes: Comparative Ancient Systems
The Impact of Western Science
Convergence of Science and Technology
Development of Technological Society
The Scientific Tradition and the Chicano-

Community
The Chicano and His Land

3.  Choose electives or fulfill lower-division require-
ments of majors other than Chicano Studies.

-.

Chicano Studies Muior

General Education UNITS

1. ENGLISH 1XBC 1 2

2. FOREIGN LANGUAGE (from a OR b) 15-20
a. 5 qtrs of 1 language 20
b. 3 qtrs of Chicano Spanish 1 5

3. HUMANITIES (from a OR b)
a. per Undeclared Major
b. Chicano Studies and the Humanities

4. HISTORY, SOC. SCIENCES, PSYCH.
(from a OR b)

13-16

a. per Undeclared Major 13-16
b. Introduction to Chicano !&dies 1 5

5. NATURAL SCIENCE 3r MATH.
(from a OR b)

11-15

a. per Undeclared Major 1 1 - 1 3
b. Chicano Studies and the Natural Sciences 1 5

6. PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
(from a OR b)

a. per Undeclared Major
b. Chicano activities

7. ELECTIVES (from a OR b)
a. 4 courses outside major from acceptable

Gen. Ed. courses (excluding P. A. )
b. 3 courses outside major from acceptable

Gen. Ed, courses and 1 l/2  additional
units of P-A

See Catalogue  for acceptable courses.

PREPARATION FOR MAJOR (LD)

Introduction to Chicano Studies
Recommended: either Chicano Studies and the

Humanities, or Chicano Stxiies  and the
Natural Sciences

,\lso  recommended: Chicano Spanish

1 l/2

1 l/2
1 l/2

10 l/2-16

1 5
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MAJOR (UD) 36-40
a. 28 units from the following:

Anthropology
Art
Danctl
Economics
Education
Geography
Jiistory
Music
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
Philosophy
English
Linguistics

b.  8-12 units of Senior Seminiars  in Chicano Studies
(interdisciplinary)

ICI-(;UIIIED  FOR GRADUATION:

(:O Upper Division units:
180 TOTAL UNITS, of which
162 must be  on Letters and Science List of Courses.

f\mcrican  I Iistory and Institutions
requirement:

Subject 11:  Satisfied?

‘I ransfer Credits

I dtal Units Completed
‘J‘otal Units XCCeDted

i’CSi3 Units Attempted
L’CSJ3  Units Completed

i“CSl3  Units Accepted

!.  OR TIJJi  COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCES

I I-:NTI’\‘I‘IVI’  LIST OF COURSES FOR CHICANO STUDIES
CURI~ICULUM  (UD)

1. Culture of the Chicanos
2. Ethnology of the Chicano Southwest
3. Modern Culture of Latin America

Fine Arts: Music, Dance, Drama, Art and Architecture

1. Mexican Art and and Architecture
2. Mexican Music, Folk and Classical
3. Mexican Dance
4. Mexican Drama

Economics

1. Economics of the Barrio and the Colonia

Education

1. Chicano Youth and the Schools
2. Chicano Community - School Relations
3. Education and Chicano Culture

English

1. Chicano literature of the Southwest
2. Chicano Poetry
3. Chicano Creative Writing

Geograph>,

1. Geograph\,  of Chicano America

IIistory

1. History of the Chicanos
2. History of the Chicano Labor Movement
3. History of Xlesico
-1.  Mesican  National Identity (195)
5. History of California
6. ?.:lodern  Mexico and the Third World

Linguistics

1. Linguistics of Chicano Language

Political Science

1. Chicano Politics
2. Urban Politics of Chicano America
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3. Politics of Mexico
4. Mexican - United States Relations

1.  Psychology of the Chicano

?hilosophy

1. Mexican Philosophy ~

5ociology

1. Sociology of Chicano Community
2. Chicano Social Movements
3.:  Chicano Family Structure

5panish

1, Literature of Modern Mexican
2. Chicano Composition
3;  Chicano Linguistics (pocho,  manito, Tex-Mex)

‘nstitutionalization

_i
$

The concept of Chicano Studies outlined above matches
.i;e  &niversity’s  threefold historic commitment: teaching,
:es&rch,  and public service. The need now is to locate
academic  and administrative units that will effectively in-
stitutionalize such studies.

Ftir  a variety of reasons, a Center unit is indispensable
:o institutiorializing  Chicano Studies. University regulations
define  a Center as an organized research unit which “. . .
Tay  be established. . .when  (it) promise (6) to aid the re-
search and enhance the teaching of participating members
>f the faculty. Public service may be a coordinate objec-
::ve.”

The Center for Chicano Studies will house all Chicano
programs  and activities--including support programs, the
Chicano Studies major and curriculum, Chicano research
2nd  public service functions. The importance of phyically
lousing all these aspects of Chicano Studies in one unit,
5 Center, cannot be stressed enough. Functionally, how-
2 ver, the Chicano Studies Center will have three major
1 om ponents. The first component will undertake research
ln the reality of the Chicano and his community; the second

TO1

will publish and collect materials of importance to Chi-
canos, operate a Chicano research library, and organize
c&Ural  events and activities; and the third will sponsor
and direct University-community cultural and urban-change
Programs (examples are UCLA’s Emiliano Zapata Center
in East Los Angeles and the Compton Project).

The Chicano Studies Center will be administratively re-
sponsible to the Chancellor, through a  Chicano assis tant
to him, as its activities cut across Department, School,
C allege, and campus lines. It will make its facilities and
services available to interested faculty members and stu-
dents on all campuses. An advisory committee to be known
as the Junta Directiva  will support the Director and his
staff in the overall operations and policy matters of  the
Center. The Junta will be constituted by Chicano faculty,
students, and administrators.

As the diagram indicates, the Chicano Studies curriku-
lum  and major will functionally relate to the Center through
a Chicano Studies Department. In addition, that Department
will function through the College of Letters of Scier)ce.
The Chicano Studies Department’s main purpose will be to
administer the Chicano Studies major and coordinate Chi-
cane  curriculum. It will offer Chicano Studies  course? by
means of its own faculty resources as  well  as  the facblty
resources of other relevant Departments. The College of
Letters and Science will be expected to provide Chiclano
academic support services--e. g., advising on class sched&les
and academic problems--to Chicano students enrolled in; the
Chicano Studies major as well as in other majors. 2

Similarly, a Chicano administrative support program bill
functionally relate to the Chicano Studies Center thrcjugh
the Chancellor’s Office (placing the program in the Chan-
cellor’s Office is our position as well as the EOP Evaluation
Committee’s). Its main purpose will be to service the Qhi-
cane  student’s needs and requirements in the areas of finan-
cial aid, tutoring, housing, counseling, extra-curricular $x-
tivities, and placement. Equally important, the program will
be responsible for the effective recruitment and admisgion
of Chicano students to the Universi ty.  I t  is  essential  that
a Chicano be director of the program, and that Chicano @.--
sonnel include recruiters, counselors, financial aids officers,
and placement specialists,

Implementaion  of Chicano Studies Program

Implementation of the Chicano Studies I’rogram hinges
on the establishment of priorit ies.  In that  connection, the
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processes of authorization and approval as well as of fund-
ing are central. Operationally, however, the first step re-
quires the establishment of the Junta Directiva to be con-
stituted by Chicano students, faculty, and administrators.
The Junta will address itself to guiding the approval and
implementation of the program.

Other aspects which will require the immediate atten-
tion of the Junta are: the development of the Chicano cur-
riculum and major, the provisional establishment of the
Chicano Studies Center with an initial operating budget,
and the development of Chicano support programs--academic
and administrative, Clearly the work of the Junta must
begin immediately, and continue throughout the summer
so as to initiate the process of instiutionalizing,  as  much
as is feasible, the Chicano Studies Program by September

Funding of the Program

Only a few but substantive guidelines for funding the
program can be determined at this time. One of the most
important tasks confronting the Junta Directiva will be to
secure financial support from University and extra-llniver-
sity  sources. Extra-university funding will be solicited from
private donors, foundations, and governmental agencies.

In this regard, the Junta’s position is that UCSB must
respond to the necessities of the area surrounding the cam-
pus, i.e., the Tri-Counties where 20-30x  of the population
is Chicano. UCSB has always traded on its location; now the
Junta will work to make The University a prime example
of the geo-politics of academic development.



SACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAM: THE SAN
FERNANDO MODEL

Bachelor of Arts in Mexican American Studies

1. Definition of the Proposed Degree Program

1.1

1.2

Name of the California State College submitting the
request, and the full and exact designation (degree
terminology) for the proposed degree program:

i
San Fernando Valley State College: Bachelor of Arts
in Mexican- American Studies.

Name of the’ department, departments, division or
other unit of the college which would offer the pro-
posed degree program:

Department of Mexican-American Studies.

1.3 Name, title, and rank” of the individual primarily re-
sponsible for ~drafting  the proposed degree program:

Rudolph Act&a, Chairman, Mexican-American Studies,
Professor Mexican- American Studies.

1.4 Objectives of Che  proposed degree program:

(1)

(2)

(3)

To study‘ the contributions of the Mexican-Amer-
ican to American culture and society.

To promote better understanding among all Amer-
icans and enrich their range of experience through
exposure i to cultural, political, historical and ec-
onomic contributions of the Mexican-American.

To train those in professions such as civil ser-
vice, police or social work, education, advertis-
ing, etc. To work more effectively with Ameri-
can problems which have been aggravated by the
alienation of the Mexican-American.

104/

(4)

(5)

105

To encourage Mexican-Americans to seek higher
education by creating a greater feeling of pride
for their heritage and acquainting them with the
culture that helped form their community.

To enable all students, whatever their ethnic back-
ground, to specialize in the Mexican-American.

1.5 List of all courses, by catalog number, title, and units
of credit to be required for a major under the pro-
posed degree program:

MAS 100 Mexican-American Culture 3
MAS 201 Mexican Literature in Translation 3
MAS 270 Field Work in Barrio Studies 3

Core Requirement

MAS 445 History of the Mexican in the
Southwest 3

MAS 451 Mexican Thought (or)
MAS 452 American Nativism and the Mexican

American 3
MAS 453 Mexican-American Ideas 3
MAS 470 Cultural Conflict 3
MAS 497 Senior Seminar in Mexican- American

Studies 3

(Also twelve units of electives, listed in 1.6 under Humani-
ties, Social Science or Education)

1.6 List of elective courses by catalog number, title,
and the number of units of credit which can be ac-
cepted under the proposed degree program:

(Courses with no department designations will be of-
fered and listed exclusively by the Mexican-American
Studies Department. )

MAS 101-102 Spanish to the Mexican-American 4-4
MAS 111 The Mexican-American and the Arts 3
MAS 130-131 Communicative Skills for Mexican-

Americans 3-3
MAS 245 History of the Americas 3

Humanities

4 1 0 Art of the Southwest 3
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411
4 1 2
450
454

480

4 8 1

482

Mexican Art and Mexican Society 3
Music of Mexico and the Southwest 3
Religion in Mexican-American Society 3
Philosophies of Spain and Latin
America

Children’s Literature of Latin
America in Translation

Contemporary Mexican Literature
in Translation

Language of the Barrio 3

Y Jcial  Sciences

400
4 0 1

402

403
420

II 0

441
460

4 6 1
462

471
472

473

Education

430
4 3 1
432

433

434

435

4 7 1

Peoples of the Southwest 3
Pre-Columbian Meso-American
Civilization 3

Folklore of Mexico and the
Southwest 3

Cultural Conflict in Mexico 3
The Mexican-American in the U, S.
Economy 3

Geographic Bases of Mexican-
American Culture 3

Special Field Study of Selected Areas 3
Contemporary Politics of the Mexi-
can-American

Hispano-Mexican Legal System i
Field Study in the Political Crgani-

zation of the Barrio
The Mexican Family 3
Urbanization and the Mexican-

American 3
The Mexican- American a.ld Social
Institutions (Field Study) 3

The Mexican- American Child 3
The Mexican- American Adolescent 3
Counseling the Mexican- American
Child 3

Linguistic Problems Confronting
the Mexican- American Child 3

Supervised Individual Study Projects
in Mexican-American Schools 3

The Mexican-Americans and the
Schools 3

The Mexican Family 3

480 Children’s Literature of Latin-
America in Translation 3

482 Language of the Barrio 3

Further Electives

399 Individual Study 1-3
496 A-G Selected Topics in Mexican-Ameri-

can Studies 3
499 Independent Study 3

1.7 Explanation of special characteristics of the proposed
degree program, e.g., in terminology, units of credit
required, types of course work, etc.:

(1) Th+  lower division courses are designed with
the following objectives in mind:

(a) to develop fundamental skills
(b)r  to resolve the identity of the Mexican-hmeri-

can
(c)~  to erase negative stereotypes of the Mexican-

can, portraying his contributions to the pa%.
(2) Lecture and theory classes are reinforced by

field and supervised study using the barrios (the
M%xican  sections) as laboratories.

(3) ’The community is involved in the planning of cur-
rigulum  and the selection of personnel.

(4) The department serves as a data center for com-
munity agencies, hopefully motivating a more
realistic study of Mexican-Americans.

(5) Ati the present the unit credit resembles that
of j established departments; however, the future,
projected is more cooperation with other depart-
ments where classes will be cross-listed and
joint  degrees will be possible.

i
1.8 Prerequisites and criteria for admission of students

to the proposed degree program, and for their con-
tinuation in it:

The program is designed to meet the needs of the
college’s service area. All students are eligible to enter
the program. It is anticipated that students of all eth-
nic backgrounds will enroll. Proficiency in the Spanish
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language will be required to graduate from the Mex-
ican-American Studies program.

2. Need for the Proposed Degree Program

2.1 List of other California State Colleges currently offer-
ing or projecting the proposed degree program:

California State College, Los Angeles;
California State College, Dominguez Hills;
California State College, Hayward:
California State College, Long Beach;
San Jose State College;
Fresno State College;
San Diego State College;

It is anticipated tffat  most campuses will institute
similar programs within the next five years.

2.2 List of neighboring institutions, public and private,
currently offering the proposed degree program, Dif-
ferences, if any, from these programs:

Most neighboring institutions are in the planning stage.
California State College, Los Angeles is far along in
establishing a department. Most of the junior colleges
in our service area will offer courses in Mexican-
American Studies. The University of California at
Los Angeles has al&eady  established a Mexican-Amer-
ican Center, and sotne, like East Los Angeles, already
offer an A.A. in Mexican-American Studies.

I
2.3 Relation of the proposed degree program to the pro-

jected curricular development, respectively, of the
department, division and/or school, and College:

The Mexican-American studies program is an inter-
disciplinary program. Close coordination with all de-
partments is anticipated with the Mexican-American
courses enriching all majors. The College is especially
concerned with teacher training, sponsoring numerous
experimental projects. This program complements the
existing Urban Studies Program and the projected
Afro-American Studies Program.

2.4List  of other degree programs currently offered by
the college which are closely related to the proposed
program : I
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The College has no other program whose objectives
are closely related to the Department of Mexican-
American Studies.

2.5 Enrollment figures during the past two years in spec-
cified courses or programs closely related to the
proposed degree program:

Figures are not available since related classes have
not been offered.

2.6 Results of a formal survey indicating demand, in the
geographical area served, for individuals who have
earned the proposed degree and evidence of serious
student interest in majoring in the proposed degree
program:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

San Fernando Valley has about 10% Mexican-Amer-
ican; Ventura County approximately 20%.  A sur-
vey among social and educational agencies indicate
that their employees need additional training on
the Mexican-American. These institutions have re-
commended that our institution meet this need.

The history department sponsored a National De-
fense and Education Act Institutes on “The Minor-
ities in American History,” during the summers
of 1966 1967 and 1968. Fifty participants attended.
The siction’  on the Mexican-American was re-
quested as first choice by seventy percent of
the applicants.

In the Spring of 1969, the sociology and political
science departments tutored two existing classes
for the Mexican-American; 56 were enrolled in
the former and 52 in the latter.

A survey among Mexican-American students now
attending San Fernando Valley State indicates
that 63 have expressed a desire to majpr  in
Mexican- American studies. It is also anticipated
that a majority of the 350 Mexican-American
students entering in the fall of 1969 will either
major or minor in Mexican-American studies.

2.7 Professional uses of the proposed degreeprogram:

The curriculum prepares the graduate for a wide range
of professional activities. It trains the student for such



occupations as teaching, social work, service occupa-
tions, advertising, theology, pre-law, etc. It also enriches
the experiences of the student by exposing him to the
culture on which the American Southwest has in great
part been based upon. Finally, the program fills the
need of training presently working teachers to imple-
ment projected Mexican-American studies programs.
(At present, Columbus, San Fernando and Pacoima
Junior Highs are planning Mexican-American programs.
San Fernando, Canoga Park, Sylmar and Polytechnic
High Schools already have classes in operation. Los
Angeles Valley, Pierce, and Moorpark  Junior Colleges
are also planning majors. San Fernando State has
taken the initiative and is even now cd-ordinating
with the above mentioned.)

2.8 Provisions for meeting accreditation requirements, if
applicable:

There at-e no accreditation requirements applicable
to this program.

3. Resources for the Proposed Program

3.1 List of courses not now offered, by catalog number
title, and units of credit, needed to initiate the pro-’
posed degree prograin:

100
101-102
111
130-131

2 0 1
245
270

400
4 0 1

402

403
410
411
440

Mexican-American Culture 3
Spanish to the Mexican-American 4-4
The Mexican-American and the Arts 3
Communication Skills for Mexican-
Americans 3-3

Mexican Literature in Translation 3
History of the Americas
Field Work in Barrio Studies

3
3

Peoples of the Southwest 3
Pre-Columbian Meso-American
Civilization 3

Folklore of Mexico and the
Southwest

Cultural Conflict in Mexico
3

3
Art of the Southwest
Mexican Art and Mexican Society

3

Geographic Bases of Mexican-
3

American Culture 3

4 4 1
445

450

4 5 1
452

453
454

470
4 7 1
473

480 1

4 8 1

482 c

3.3 List of adQitional  courses not now offered, by catalog
number, title, and units of credit, needed during the
first two years after approval of the proposed degree
program, to make the program fully operative:

111 iThe Mexican-American and the Arts 3
130-13’1 Communication Skills for Mexican-/ I

111

Special Field Study of Selected Areas 3
History of the Mexican-American
in the Southwest

Religion of Mexican-American
Society 3

Mexican Thought 3
American Nativism and the Mexican-
American 3

Mexican-American Ideas 3
Philosophies of Spain and Latin
America 3

Cultural Conflict 3
The Mexican Family 3
The Mexican-American and Social
Institutions 3

Childrens Literature of Latin A
American in Translation 3

Contemporary Mexican Literature
in Translation 3

Language of the Barrio 3

400
4 0 1

402
403
410
411
430
4 3 1
432

‘t, Hmerlcans
; Peoples of the Southwest

3-3

Pre- Columbian Meso-  American
3

4 Civilization 3
Folklore of Mexico and the Southwest  3
i Cultural Conflict in Mexico

Art of the Southwest
3

i Mexican Art and Mexican Society
3

The Mexican-American Child
3

3
The Mexican-American Adolescent 3
( Counseling the Mexican-American
i Child 3

Linguistic Problems Confronting the
Mexican-American Child 3

Supervised Individual Study Projects
in the Mexican-American Schools 3

The Mexican-American and the
Schools

Geographic Bases of Mexican-
3

American Culture
I 3

433

434

435

440
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4 4 1
454

460

4 6 1
462

472

480

481

Special Field Study of Selected Areas 3
Philosophies of Spain and Latin
America 3

Contemporary Politics of the
Mexican- American 3

Hispano Mexican Legal System 3
Field Study in the Political Organiza-
tion of the Barrio 3

Urbanization and the Mexican-
American

Children’s Literature of Latin
American in Translation 3

Contemporary Mexican Literature
in Translation - 3

3.3 Existing library resources to support the program
(specified by subject areas, volume count, periodical
holdings, etc. );  additional resources needed; commit-
ment of the college to secure these additional re-
sources:

San Fernando Valley State College is fortunate in
having had a headstart in the Follection  of ethnic

ma te r i a l .

Existing library resources are adequate to support
a comprehensive program on the Mexican- American.
A good collection has been developed principally as
a result of an effort to acquire all the books listed
in Ralph Guzman’s Revised Bibliography, Advance Re-
port 3 of the Mexican-American Study Project at UCLA.
This bibliography published in 1967, attempts to iden-
tify all books, articles and theses on the Mexican-
American, In addition, material was acquired to sup-
port three National Education and Defense Institutes
on the “Role of Minorities in American History,”
sponsored by the history department in 1966, 1967
and 1968.

Furthermore, considerable effort <has  been expended
during the past year to identify titles not in the col-
lection or on order. For example, bibliographies on
bilingualism and linguistics have resulted in a number
of orders; almost 40 doctoral dissertations on the
Mexican-American and bracero written both in the
United States and Mexico are on order; and the works
of a number of Mexican-American authors have been
identified.

,
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Library resources provide material which relates both
directly and indirectly to the Mexican-American ex-
perience in the United States. In the first category,
there are approximately 585 titles which can be divided
roughly into the following categories:

Anthropology and Sociology
Art and Music
Economics
Education
Folklore
History
Language and Literature
Political Science
Psychology and Philosophy
Religion

100 titles
1 5
20
75
20

300
20
1 5
10
1 0

585

The second category of material indirectly supports
Mexican-American studies. Books and periodicals in
this category cover all aspects of the American South-
west and Mexico--history, geography, sociology, art,
music, and literature. Moreover, books on education
linguistics, sociology as well as a number of other
related fields are essential for support of this pro-
gram. For example, there are in excess of 600 titles
in Mexican history and almost 300 in Mexican liter-
ature in the Library, as well as roughly 2000 on the
history of the American Southwest. There are comparable
amounts of material on the geography, sociology, and
the arts of both areas.

3.4List  of all present faculty members, with rank, highest
degree earned, and professional experience, who would
teach in the proposed degree program:

Rudolph F. Acuna, Ph.D.
Professor of Mexican-American Studies

Twelve years teaching experience, including secon-
dary public schools, adult school, junior college,
and the four year colleges. Author of two ele-
mentary textbooks on the Mexican-American; a
consultant for numerous school districts and gov-
ernment agencies.

Julian Nava, Ph.D.
Professor of History

Well known Mexican-American educator, author,
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and community leader. One of the best known
scholars in the proposed field.

Dolores Escobar Litsinger, Ed. D,
Professor of Education

Director of the summer institute on “The Role
of Minorities in American History.” Currently
publishing a Teacher’s Guide to the Mexican-
American.

c

James Raigosa, M. A.
Assistant Professor of Sociology

Enrolled in the doctorate program at the U. of
California at Los Angeles. Five years experience
as an agency director in a War on Poverty Pro-
gram servicing the Mexican-American,

Philip Hernandez, M. A.
Assistant Professor Education

A master teacher of English with the Los Angeles
City Schools for over fifteen years. He has authored
several books and programs in the field of the
Mexican- American.

Martha Sanchez, M. A.
Assistant Professor of English

Currently teaching two experimental classes re-
lated to the Mexican-american. Specializing in
the local folklore of the Mexican-American,

Leonard Pitt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History

Author of the well known book The Decline of
the Californios, dealing with the Mexican-Amer-
ican. Expert on oral history and has consented
to assist with the oral history program projected
by the department.

3.5Number  and specific types of additional faculty and
staff support positions needed to initiate the proposed
degree program and to sustain it for the first five
years:

Of course, the program will be phased in. In the initial
year, five to seven positions are needed, After that
it is anticipated that the department will expand to
twelve to fourteen full time staff appointments, re-

i
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fleeting  the projected FTE growth. A full time secre-
tary has been requested.

3.6 Additional instructional materials and equipment needed
in support of the proposed degree program, itemized
with total cost estimates as projected for the first
five years of operation of the program:

None beyond those normally budgeted for student FTE
that will be assigned to the proposed Mexican-Amer-
ican Studies Department.

3.7 Additional space required to initiate and sustain the
program. Indicate source and type. (If existing space
is to be utilized, show how this space is currently used
and what alternate arrangements will be made for the
current occupants. If a new f,acility  is to be used,
state campus-wide priority of the facility, capital out-
lay program priority of the facility, projected date Of
occupancy, and total Assignable Square Feet to be uti-
lized by department(s) concernedc ):

Projected facilities are sufficient to sustain the pro-
gram. Ordinary classrooms are appropriate and no
new FTE is anticipated other than that which is in-
cluded in existing projections. ” :.,

I-
t
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AN ASSOCIATE ARTS DEGREE

PROGRAM IN CHICANO STUDIES

San Diego Mesa College

Provides an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
the interaction of the Mexican American with the majority
culture in a bilingual, multi-cultural environment. The Chi-
cano Studies curriculum is designed to meet the general
education requirements for students of all ethnic backgrounds.
Also prepares the student for an A. B. degree in Chicano Studies
and pre-professional fields, i.e., social sciences, humanities,
law, teaching, social work, and administration.

Courses Required for the A.A. Degree

Recommended Sequence

First Semester Units

Chicano Studies la 3
Chicano Studies 2a 3

or English 1
Chicano Studies lla l-3
American Institutions 3
Spanish
Physical Education :,2

14 l/2-17  l/2

Second Semester Units

Chicano Studies lb 3
Chicano Studies 2b 3

or English 2
Chicano Studies llb 1-3
American Institutions 3
Spanish
Physical Education 14,2

14 l/2-16  l/2

1 1 7
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Third Semester

Psychology 1 or 53
Natural Science
Health  Education 1
Chicano Studies 50a
Electives
f’hysical  Education

Xlarhematics
Natural Science
Chicano Studies 5Ob
i.:lectives
!‘I:vsical  Education.<

‘,.:rierican  Institutions

.-
;%,rei;jn Language:

: The American Institutions requi.re-
ment may be met by successful com-
pletion of any of the following course
sequences--Chicano Studies 20a-20b,
or Chicano Studies 41a-41b  or Poli-
tical Science 1 and 2 or History 17a-
1 7 b .

i:nglish  and Oral
Communication:

Units

3
3
2
3
3 - 6

l/2
14 l/2-17  l/2

Units

3
3
3
3 - 6

l/2
1 5 l/2-18  l/2

The student must demonstrate a pro-
ficiency in Spanish up to and includ-
ing Spanish 3.

One of the selected courses in the
natural sciences must include a lab.

Chicano Studies 2a-2b  is required for
those students who do not meet the
prerequisites for English 1.

Department of Chicano Studies

Course Offerings

!‘:j YO Dept Course Title

! I/.  ih ChS Introduction to Chicano Studies
(la--3 units, lb---e units)

2a-2b ChS

11 ChS

20a ChS

20b ChS

3 0 ChS

33 , 34

4 0

ChS

ChS

-Ila--Ilb ChS

jOa-  5Ob ChS

hOa ChS

hOb ChS
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Oral and Written Communication for Span-
ish Speakers
(2a--3  units, 2b--3  units)

Community Development and the Mexican
American (MAYA)
(l-3  units as determined by the department)

Introduction to the Discipline of Political
Science with Special Emphasis on Local
Community Structure
(3 units)

Introduction to American Government with
Special Emphasis on the Pluralistic ole
of Ethnic Minority Groups P
(3 units)
NOTE: The ChS  20a-20b  course sequence
fulfills the California State require?ent
for American Institutions.

Mexican Literature in Translation F
(3 units)

Spanish for the Spanish Speaking
(33--4  units, 34--4 units)

Human Relations:
;*

standing
A Design for Unter-

(3 units)

History of the United States with Spe&al
Emphasis on Spanish and Mexican Influ-
ences
(41a--3 units, 4lb--3  units) i
NOTE: The ChS  41a-41b  course sequence
fulfills the California State requirement
for American Institutions.

\
Chicano Culture
(3-3)

The Art of Mexico
(3 units)

Contemporary Barrio Art
(3 units)



65a ChS introduction to Chicano Dramatic Art
(3 units)

65b ChS Fundamentals of Chicano Dramatic Pro-
duction
(3 units)

65c ChS Mexican Music and Dance
(3 units

35a-35b ChS Mexican Civilization
(35a--3  units, 35b--3  units)



A CHICANO STUDIES CORE  LET

The following courses are required. . . . . . . . . . . . .

MAS 100 Mexican-American Culture (3) _
Core Requirement

Core Requirement

MAS  4&i History of the Mexican-American in
Southwest (3)

MAS 451’ Mexican Thought (3)

MAS 452’
OR

American Nativism and the Mexican
American (3)

MAS 453”
MAS 470

Mexican-American Ideas (3)

MAS 497
Cultural Conflict (3)
Senior Seminar in Mexican-American

4% Studies (3)
VT:

OPTION$I:  Humanities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.24

MAS 41
MAS 411’:

Art of the Southwest (3)

MAS 412
Mexican Art and Mexican Society (3)

c Music of Mexico and the Southwest (3)

MAS 454 Philosophies of Spain and Latin
America (3)

i American in

MAS 482.
American in Translation (3)

Language of the Barrio (3)

OPTION :II:  Social Science:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L

MAS 400
MAS 401

Peoples of the Southwest (3)
Pre-Columbian Meso-American
Civilization (3)

MAS 402
MAS 403
MAS 420

Folklore of Mexico and the Southwest (3)
Cultural Conflict in Mexico (3)
The Mexican-American in the U.S.
Economy (3)

122

MAS 440

MAS 441
MAS 460

MAS 461
MAS 462

MAS 471
MAS 472
MAS 473

123

Geographic  Bases of Mexican- American
Culture (3)

Special Field Study of Selected Areas (3)
Contemporary Politics of the Mexican-
American (3)

Hispano-Mexican Legal System (3)
Field Study in the Political Crgani-
zation of the Barrio (3)

The Mexican Family (3)
Urbanization and the Mexican- American (3)
The Mexican-American and the Social

Institutions (3) (Field Study)

OPTION III: Education. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . , . . 12

MAS 430
MAS 431
MAS 432

MAS 433

MAS 434

MAS  435

MAS 471
MAS 480

MAS 482

The Mexican-American Child (3
The Mexican-American Adolescent (3)
Counseling the Mexican- American

Child (3)
Linguistic Problems Confronting the

Mexican-American Child (3)
Supervised Individual Study Projects
in Mexican-American Schools (3)

The Mexican-Americans and the
Schools (3)

The Mexican FamiIy  (3)
Children’s Literature of Latin-
America in Translation (3)

Language of the Barrio (3)

Further Electives:

MAS 399 Individual Study (l- 3 )
MAS 496 A-G Selected Topics in Mexican- American

Studies (3)
MAS 499 Independent Study (l-3)
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Course List

LOWER DIVISION

100, Mexican-American Culture (3)

Story of the Mexican-American from pre-Columbian to
contemporary times. Includes the study of the social, cultural,
political and economic heritage of the Mexican-American
and his contribution to American society.

101. Spanish to the Mexican- American I (4)

Designed for the bi-vocal Mexican-American student.
Instruction takes into consideration the interference of Eng-
lish in the development of the Spanish language skills of
the student. Meets daily. (Available for General Education
credit to the Mexican-American Studies major.)

102. Spanish to the Mexican-American II (4)
(Available for General Education credit to the MAS major.

111. The Mexican-American and the Arts (3)

and
An analysis of Mexican-American art, music and drama

their role in modern culture. (Available for Genera;
Education credit to the MA5 n;ajor.)

130. Communication Skills for Mexican-Americans (3)
i.

A systematic developmen?  of communication skills--oral
reading, and writing methods of communication. The us;
of standard English will be stressed at all levels of language
development with special concern for idioms and natterns
necessary for informal communication. (Available for Gen-
eral Education credit to the MAS major.)

1 3 1 . Communication Skills for Mexican- Americans (3)
(Available for credit to the MAS major. Continuation

of 130.

201. Mexican Literature in Translation (3)

Study of the first chronicles of Mexico; the colonial period;
patriotic writers of the Independence; the Romantic period;
and contemporary authors.

245. History of the Americas (3)

125

Study of the comparative development of the American
leadership, religions, relationships with each other, and
their adjustment to the principle of democracy. (Availa-
ble for General Education credit to the MAS major.)

270. Field Work in Barrio Studies (3)

Field study observation of selected barrios, institutions,
and agencies to be conducted under supervision and after
preparatory instruction to acquaint student with the barrio.
(Available for General Education credit to the MAS major.)

431. The Mexican-American Adolescent (3)

Study of the Mexican-American adolescent. Includes ,an
analysis of peer group pressures, the home, the barrio,
and causes for the Mexican-American students’ alienation
from school and society.

432. Counseling the Mexican-American Child (3)

The nature of the problems of the Mexican-American
child; the counselor’s role; and practicum in counseling
methods and techniques.

433. Linguistic Problems Confronting the Mexican-American
Child (3)

A descriptive and historical study of Spanish and English;
this course will contrast the phonological, morphological,
and syntactic aspects of the two languages. The structures of
the language as well as dialect and usage problems will
be studied to emphasize the difficulties in second language
learning for those whose native language is Spanish.

434. Supervised Individual Study Projects in Mexican-Amer-
ican Schools (3)

Prerequisite: 430 or 437 or consent of the instructor.
Supervised study and research in selected areas of the

Mexican-American schools.

435. The Mexican-American and the Schools (Field Study) (3)

Prerequisite: 430 or 431 or consent of instructor. Prob-
lems of Mexican-American students adapting to the schools
and the teacher’s response to them. Includes observation of
school facilities and classroom techniaues.
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440. Geographical Bases of Mexican-American Culture (3)

A study of the geographic experiences of the Mexican.
tlow  geography contributed to his way of life.

441. Special Field Study of Selected Areas (3)

Prerequisite: Introductory course in Geography, MAS 330
or consent of instructor.

A series of conducted trips to selected areas for study
of the interrelation of natural environment and human ac-
tivities. Includes an analysis of the different ways the in-
habitants utilized the land.
445. History of the Mexican-American (3)

The evolution of the Mexican from a majority status to
a minority status, the clash between the two cultures, the
urbanization of the Mexican- American.

450. Religion in Mexican-American Society (3)

Comparative study of American Protestant and Mexican
Catholic thought and their influence on the values held by
Anglo and Mexican- Americans.

451, Mexican Thought (3) ^

Study of ideas as they have been expressed in economic,
social and political thought of Mexico.

452. American Nativism and the Mexican-American (3)

A study of nativism and the Mexican-American and its
influence on the various immigrant groups to the United
States. Emphasis is on Anglo and Mexican-American rela-
tionships.

453. Mexican-American Ideas (3)

A study of the ideas and events which have shaped Mexican-
American life as well as Anglo-American reactions to the
Mexicano.

454. Philosophies of Spain and Latin America (3)

A study of the thought of major Spanish and New World
philosophers with emphasis on Twentieth Century Thought.
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460. Politics of the Mexican-American (3)

A critical evaluation of leading issues affecting Mexican-
Americans in American society. Includes a survey of social,
cultural and political organizations within the community.

461. Hispano-Mexican Legal System (3)

Study of the development of Roman law. Includes an
analysis of Spanish law; and its influence on legal systems
of Mexico and the Southwest.

462. Field Study in the Political Organizations of the Barrio (3)

Field study of the political resources of selected barrios,
Includes a survey of past voting patterns.

470. Cultural Differences and the Mexican-American (3)
c

The processes, effects, and possible causes of the social
and cultural alienation of the Mexican-Americans. Study of
prevention and plans to ameliorate is included.

471. The Mexican Family (3)

The Mexican family as a social institution. A basic study
of the historical, cul:ural  and social forces affecting the
family. t

472. Urbanization and ;he Mexican-American (3)

Study of rural folk jvalues  of the Mexican-American and
their erosion in the ‘urban setting. Includes an analysis
of the changing value? within the Mexican-American com-
munity.

473. The Mexican-American and Social Institutions (3)

Field work and theoiv.  Includes an inventorv and an analv-.
sis of social and educational institutions serving the barrio.
Included in the study would be social welfare, medical ser-
vices, small businesses, poverty programs and the Mexican-
American’s response to them.

480. Children’s Literature of Latin America in
Translation (3)
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A study of the children’s literature of the various Latin
American countries in translation. Includes an exposure
to Spanish and Latin American plots and themes which could
be adapted for classroom use.

481. Contemporary Mexican Literature in Translation (3)

A contemporary look at Mexico through the works of
its authors. Attention to the writings of the revolution and
to present day Mexican Literature and how it underlines
Mexican’s search for an idenri*y.

482. Language of the Barrio (3)

Analysis of language (pocho)  as an aspect of culture.
Students will study the development of language and dialect
in northern Mexico and the American Southwest with con-
cern for the problem of social acceptability.

496. Selected Topics in Mexican-American Studies A-G (3)

Special studies in Mexican-American S&dies  with course
content to be determined.

497. Senior Seminar in Mexican-American Studies (3)

Prerequisite: senior standing and the consent of the in-
structor, /

An integrative seminar serving as a capitone  to the inter-
departmental major in Mexican-American studies. Intensive
study of selected topics relating to the Mexican-American
and the preparation of papers by members of the class.

499. Independent Study (l-3)





THE MEXICAN AMERICAN AND THE SCHOOLS

Objectives

The course is designed to help prospective teachers
and administrarors acquire an understanding of the values
and characteristics of people of Mexican descent residing in
the United States. The learning problems arising as a result
of the conflict between the values stressed by the dominant
society and the beliefs and mores of the Mexican American
home will be analyzed. The attitudes of teachers, administra-
tors and parents will be explored. Strategies that may;con-
tribute to improve the effectiveness of instructional programs
will be discussed.

Methods of Instruction

Students, teachers, parents, and administrators from East
Los Angeles who can contribute to the understanding and
solution of the problems of Mexican Americans will partici-
pate in panel discussions. Lectures, films and small group
discussions will also be a part of the teaching process.

The panels and discussion groups will be vi;“90  taped
for future classroom instruction at the University of Cal-
fornia. Los Angeles.

Books

Required Reading

1. Samora, Julian. La Raza:  Forgotten Americans. Univer

2. Lehman,
sity of Notre Dame Press, 1966.

Joseph D. Cultural Patterns in Urban Schools.
University of California Press, 1967.
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Articles (To be distributed, mimeographed)

1 . “Cultural Backgrounds and Barriers that Affect Learning
by Spanish-Speaking Children,” Julian Nava, Los
Angeles Board of Education, 1966.

2 . ‘I Preparing Teachers for Mexican- American Children,”
Thomas P. Carter, New Mexico State University,
February, 1969.

3. “Teachinn in the Inner-Citv School: What It’s Really Like.”
SrB. Jordan, Grade Teacher, September, 1967.

4 . “Understanding and Working with the Power Structure
in the Mexican-American Community,” Armando
Rodriguez, U.S. Office of Education, October, 1968.

5. “Bilingual Education--Now,” Armando Rodriguez, U.S.
Office of Education, May, 1968.

Newspapers and Magazines

1 . Con Safos
2 . El Grito
3. Inside Eastside
4. La Vida Nueva
5 . La Raza
6. El Malcriado
7. Chicano Student Movement

Outline of Topics

April 9

1. Introduction to the Study of Mexican Americans and the
Schools

a. Historical background
b. Demographic and social characteristics
c. Racism and the law
d. Comparison with the European immigrants
e. The failure of the schools

April 16

2. The Mexican American Child Begins Formal Education
a. Traumatic experience, or fascinating event?
b. Assumptions made by most teachers
c. The “Melting Pot” concept and cultural plualism
d. The need for meaningful experiences
e. Bilingualism

13.5

f. Initiating reading and writing skills
g. Teacher attitudes and personality development
h. The Head Start Program
i. Teaching English as a Second Language

April 23

3. Upper Elementary and Junior High Experiences
a. Intelligence and aptitude tests
b. The development of a negative self-image
c. The learning process and the school
d. Learning concepts, skills, values and attitudes
e. Preparing to select career goals
f. English as a second language

April 30 1

4. The Role of the Home
a. Social classes among Mexican Americans
b. Values and attitudes learned in the home

:

c. Extent of cooperation between family and schoql
d. Poverty in the Southwest
e. Cultural ties with Mexico
f. Cultural conflict between parent and child

May 7

5. Coming of Age in High School FB

a. The curriculum: relevance and responsibility ’
b. Remedial programs
c. Role models !

d. Meeting psychological needs
e. Alienation and the dropout

c

f. Promising practices in curriculum revision i
g. The need for counseling and guidance
h. Work-study programs
i. Attitudes toward education
j. The L.A. 13 !i

May 14

4.  Community Organizations Assisting Mexican Americans
a. Educational Issues Coordinating Committee
b. Educational Clearinghouse
c. League of United Citizens to Help Addicts
d. Association of Mexican American Educators
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e. -The  Brown Berets
f. United Mexican American Students
g. The Garfield Education Complex
h. Malabar  School Project

May 21

7. The Junior Colleges
a. General and special education

‘b. Developing vocational skills and uaderstandings
c. Preparation for four year colleges
d. Counseling and guidance
e. The need for Mexican American teachers and administra-

tors

May 28

8 . Administering Schools with Large Mexican American Enroll-
ments

a. Teacher turn-over
b. Resistance to change
c. Quality of pre-service and in-service education of

teachers
d. Budgetary Limitations to innovation
e. The increasing demands for community control
f. The principal as an instructional leader
g. Losses from arson, th&ft,  and violence

June 4

9. The Colleges and Universities
a. The Master Plan for higher education in California
b. Expanding responsibilities to the community
c .  Adrriission  requirements and the Mexican American
d. High Potential Program
e. Mexican American Cultural Center
f. Upward Bound Program
g. The preparation of Teachers
h. Resistance to change
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June 11

10. The Young Activists: Demands for Immediate Change
a. United Mexican American Students
b. The Brown Berets
c. Newspapers and Magazines
d. Crusade for Justice
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Required Reading

Books

1. Samora, Julian. La Raza: Forgotten Americans. Univer-
sity of Notre Dame Press, 1966.

2. Lohman, Joseph D. Cultural Patterns in Urban Schools.
University of California Press, 1967.

Articles (To be distributed, mimeographed)

1 . “Cultural Backgrounds and Barriers that Affect Learning
by Spanish- Speaking Children,” Julian Nava, Los
Angeles Board of Education, 1966. -

a. “Preparing Teachers for Mexican-American Children,”
Thomas P. Carter, New Mexico State University,

: February, 1969.
3. *“Tesching  in the Inner-City School: What It’s Really Like.”

S.B. Jordan, Grade Teacher, September, 1967.
4 . “Understanding and Working with the Power Structure

v in the Mexican-American Community,” Armando
Rodriguez, U.S. Office of Education, October, 1968.

5 . “Bilingual Education--Now,” Armando Rodriguez, U. S.
’ Office of Education, May, 1968.

Newspapers and Magazines
. “ f L

1 .  Co&%ifos
2; E l  &ito

Eastside
a Nueva

5. La !&aza
6. El Malcriado
7. Chicano Student Movement
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HISTORY OF THE  CHICANO
Course Description

This course is not only an attempt to teach a new subject
matter but is also an attempt to bring new methods of iearning
onto the college campus. Chicano history is a new subject
matter: it is not that Chicanos have little or no history,
ir is rather thar Chicanos have been the least known minority.

This course then will attempt to bring to light important
%storical  features and processes of the Chicano community
.:n the Southwest. We hope that through this course the student
:Yill acquire a broader understand-n,i u of not only the history
of some six million Mexicans in the U.S. but also of the
_%merican  system itself.

21ass  Structure

Students are asked to participate more so than in most
classes. The teacher will deliver only 1 hour of lecture a
.veek, the remaining 3 hours will be devoted to group dis-
cussion. The class will break up into discussion groups
.of 5 or 6 members each. In order that good discussions
can be carried out a good amount of time should he spent
in reading the assigned books and researching materials
n the library or in the community.

We hope above all to make this course relevant to so-
ziety.  For too long colleges have been concerned with produc-
ing graduates of little value to ‘basic needs of the total popu-
iation. This class then will be socially conscious and. not
concerned with just getting through the quarter.

I . Introduction
What is History?
Why Study History?
Why Study Chicano History?

I I . Settlement of the Southwest in 1848
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III. The  Rise of the U.S.:
The American Empire
Land Expansion
Anglo Myths of U.S. Democracy

I V . The Mexican War:
I3ackground: Anglo Infiltration
Polk and Practical Politics

V. Consequences of the War for the Southwest
New Minority
Land Question
Revolt of the Minority
New  Mexico
California

, Tesano
I

V I . The Twentieth Centurv:
Background: Growing *Anglo  Power Structure
Dramatic Influx of Mexican Immigrants to Fill Need

c of I J,  S. ,\gri  hl.lsiness
Growing Minority Finds Their Place

f Settlement of First Barrios
General Characteristics of the Mexican Immigrant

VII. Contemporary Chicanos:
i: Institut<onalized  Racism: Pngular  Stereotyping and

: t h e  hlexican
i. Institutionalized Poverty
% 1Yho  Rules i-\merica?
1 The Class System: Where are the Minorities

The Black Revolution; Latin rimerican  Revolution;
! Cuba, a Study in National Liberation
Social, Economic Conditions of the Mexican Popuiation
\ Education
Housing
’ Emolovment

Salaries
Regional Organizations; Their Histories and Their

i Ideologies; the Poverty Program
‘Leaders: \Yho iire  They? Their Ideologies
Reform or Revolution
What Should Be Done

VIII. Pre \Y.\\‘.  II Organizations
Unions
Strikes

i



HISTORY OF THE CHICANO
Course Description

This course is not only an attempt to teach a new-subject
matter but is also an attempt to bring new methods of learning
onto the college campus. Chicano history is a new subject
matter: it is not that Chicanos have little or no history,
ii is rather that Chicanos have been the least known minority.

This course then will attempt to bring to light important
“‘storical  features and processes of the Chicano community..A
..n  the Southwest. We hope that through this course the student
::ill acquire a broader understanding of not only the history
of some six million Mexicans in the U.S. but also of the
American system itself.

Class  Structure
..c

Students are asked to participate more so than in most
:zlasses. The teacherLwil1  deliver only 1 hour of lecture a
week, the remaining 2 hours will be devoted to group dis-
;:ussion. The class will break up into discussion groups
of 5 or 6 members, each. In order that good discussions
can be carried out a good amount of time should be spent
in reading the assigned books and researching materials
in the library or in the community.

We hope above all to make this course relevant to so-
ciety. For too long colleges have been concerned with produc-
ing graduates of little value to basic needs of the total popu-
lation. This class then will be socially conscious and not
concerned with just getting through the quarter.

I . Introduction
What is History?
Why Study History?
Why Study Chicano History?

II. Settlement of the Southwest in 1848

140

141

I I I . The  Rise of the CS.:
The American Empire
Land Expansion
Anglo Myths of C.S.  Democracy

I V . The Mexican War:
13ackground:  Anglo Infiltration
Polk and Practical Politics

V. Consequences of the War for the Southwest
New Minority
Land Question
Revolt of the Minority
New  Me sic0
California
Texan0

V I . The Twentieth Century:
Background: Growing Anglo Power Structure
Dramatic Influx of Mexican Immigrants to Fill Need

of I I, S. f\grihl.lsinel;.~
Growing Minority Finds Their Place
Settlement of First Barrios
General Characteristics of the Mexican Immigrant

VII. C o n t e m p o r a r y  C h i c a n o s :
Institutionalized Racism: Pcuular  Stereotyping and
the h4exican

Institutionalized Poverty
Who Rules Xmerica?
The Class S).stom: IThere are the Minorities
The Black Revolution; Latin American Revolution;
Cuba, a Study in Zational  Liberation

Social, Economic Conditions of the Mexican Population
Education
Housing
Employment
Salaries
Regional Organizations; Their Histories and Their
Ideologies; the Poverty Program

Leaders: \\‘ho  I:re  They? Their Ideologies
Reform or Revolution
What Should Be Done

VIII. Pre W.11’.  II Organizations
Unions
Strikes
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IX.

X.

Deportations
LULAC

W.W.  II  Bracero  Program
Chicano  Bravery  Equal Bar]
Returning  GZ’s  Organize
CSO,  MAPA,  PASS0
GI  Forum
Roots of Contemporary  Mov

Conclusions  and Analysis  of
Political  Activity
Power  of the Poor
Divide  Techniques
Outside  Political  Control
Chicano  Culture:  Art, Litera



CONTEMPORARY POLITICS OF THE
SOUTHWEST

The main thrust of this course will be an analysis of the
. _ j’Q&&

political system in the Southwest as it has affected the Mexican
%$~

:\mcrican  people. \Ve  will examine and place into historical
:‘; [..

pc’rspcctive past efforts by this ethnic group to obtain poli-
-:;I

I ical power for purposes of achieving civil rights, social jus-
I ice, and equal  opportunity in American society. In an effort

.: 1

lo  illustrate the unique character of the southwestern political
s)'stem, WC will delve into the characteristics of other ethnic
:$roups throughout  the United States.c

Course Requirements

1. iktivc  Class participation

2. Slid-term  and final examinations. Both will be essay
type exams. You will have a choice between either
taking the mid-term examination or writing a term
paper.

:

Course Outline (Subject to Xlodification)

1. Socio-econom  ic conditions in the Southwest. An exam-
ination of cultural factors that play, a vital role in the
shaping of the social institutions in the Xlesican  Amer-
ican community, i.e. the family, the church, and the
educ;uional  system and how they determine “Chicano”
political behavior,
nomic positions.

attitudes toward society, and eco-

2. Early contact with the ;?merican  Political System. Anal-
ysis of the ramifications of the I\lesican  American War.

3 . ContemIorar!.  political activity.. An examination of at-
tempts at political organization, i.e. purpose and aims
of organizations like JI.-\Pzl,  LCL.A.C,  CSO, GI Forum,
a n d  Palma. The role of the major political parties in
terms of recruitment and gerrymandering. The role of
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the Chicano politicians and government bureaucrats.
Discussion of how the Chicano perceives the concepts
of “establishment”, “system”, and “power structure”.

4 . Contemporary “grass roots” activity. An analysis of
the existing organizational elements and their role in
the current social movement throughout the southwest.

5. Strategies and charismatic leaders. The roles played
by Cesar Chavez, Reies Tijerina, Rodolfo “Gorky”
Gonzalez, and the ideological orientation of their foI-
lowers.

Bibliography
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Story. $
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I

Hoffer, Eric. The True Believer.
\

Key, V. 0. Southern Politics

Lindenfeld, Frank. Radical Approach to Social  Problems.
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I.

SOCIOLOGY IN A MEXICAN AMERICA
STUDIES PROGRAM

Introduction

The following proposals and suggestions are intended
to be tentative and preliminary in nature, and to be sugges-
tive of the first steps to be taken in the development of
sociology courses within the context of a Mexican American
studies program. It is not possible at this time to develop
even the blueprints for a full-blown program, inasmuch as
no one in sociology has yet had any extensive experience in
such an endeavor. This field is most certainly still in the
pioneering stage: What I have to say therefore is not based
on direct, extensive experience, but rather is derived from
and reflective of my limited experience in teaching courses
in the sociology of the Mexican American, from the conduct
of sociological research both in Mexico and in Mexican
American communities in Southern California, from ten years
spent in teaching sociology in California State Colleges, from
the nature, and needs, and aspirations of Mexican American
communities, as I understand them, and from six years
of residence in various parts of Mexico.

The problems of the place of sociology in a Mexican
American studies program can be sub-divided into a number
of areas, the recommendations for each of which should be
seriously debated, and the most feasible decision arrived
at. These areas are (1) Personnel and administrative relation-
ships (2) Scope and present status of the field (3) Level of
courses (4) Content of courses.

Personnel and Administration Relationships

The most important consideration with reference to per-
sonnel is that they be fully qualified to teach the courses to
which they are assigned. Of only secondary importance is
the department of which they are members (Sociology or
Mexican American Studies) or the ethnic group to which
they belong.

It is unrealistic to assume that it will be easy to recruit
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fully-qualified sociologists for departments of Mexican Amer-
ican  studies, for sociologists are ordinarily committed to the
discipline of sociology, rather than to a specialty as such,
and are reluctant to devote their entire efforts to a single
specialty such as Mexican American sociology. Many, however,
will undoubtedly be interested in teaching a combination of
Mexican American sociology courses in the Mexican American
Studies Department and other sociology courses as a regular
part of the sociology department’s offerings. If such qualified
faculty are already available in the sociology department,
their services should be employed in the Mexican American
Studies Department. If none are available, serious consid-
eration should be given to trying to recruit appropriate
personnel for the Sociology Department who can teach part-
time for the Mexican American Studies Department.

Other things being equal, Chicano sociologists should be
preferred to non-Chicano, both because of student identity
considerations, and because of the deeper insight into the
subtleties of Mexican American culture which the Chicano
is likely to have. But other things are not usually equal,
and teachers should be assigned to teach %fexican  American
courses solely on the basis of their knowledge of the subject
matter and their ability to communicate it meaningfully
and sympathetically to students. Formal paper qualifications,
such as advanced degrees, are likewise of secondary im-
portance, Courses in Mexican American sociology should
be jointly supervised by the sociology and &lexican American
Studies Department, with the primary responsibility resting
in the latter. There should be joint consultation between
the departments on all matters of mutual coqcern.

Scope and present Status of the Field
I

Mexican American sociology is a relatively undeveloped
field. Most of the work has been done by Anglo SOCid0gists,
and much of it is cut-dated, methodologically unsophisticated,
and a large proportion of the literature downright mislead-
ing. Students need expert guidance in finding their way through
this maze of information and to sift out the chaff from tht-
wheat. I am referring to the literature concerned with the
Chicano in this country.

It seems to be highly desirable, if not eSSential,  to a-
tend the scope of I-?exican  American sociology to include the
sociological study of the Mexican heritage, a field in which
materials are more plentiful and reliable. This extension
would include the sociological study of modern Mexico, an-
thropological studies of Mexican Indian peoples, and the
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sociological and anthropological study of Spain, whence so
much of our social and intellectual heritage has come. Much
of the sociology and anthropology of Mexico and Spain (and
the two fields are closely allied and scarcely distingl’ished
in those two countries) is written in Spanish and a high 13vel
of comprehension of the written Spanish language is required
for reading it. There is the possibility that it may be desirable
for some ot the courses in this field to be taught in Spanish,
perhaps by visiting scholars from Mexico itself. We must
not overlook Mexico as a mssible  source of faculty recruits.

level of Courses

Mexican American Studies, or Black Studies, are similar
in a number of respects to Latin-American Studies, Asian
Studies, and other area studies programs. The latter have
ordinarily been more successfully offered at the graduate f
than at the undergraduate level, This is because a student’s
pursuit of specialization in a geographic or ethnic area is
likely  to be more productive if he already brings with him
training in a discipline, such as sociology, political science,’
history, etc., the skills of which he can bring to the area
studies and in which he can make his own unique contri-r
bution. And at the graduate level there is more likelihood
of his making his own contribution to the field than at the
undergraduate level, where he is still absorbing the basics
of his field. I i(

Given the dearth of sociological materials about Mexican’
:\merican  communities specifically, it is desirable that a&:
lcast  some of the courses be taught at the graduate levef&
whcrc  the students can engage in supervised, first-hand.
field research in hlexican  American communities. The students,
thus not only learn research techniques but also contribute-
10 our sociological knowledge of the Mexican American.
Regardless of level, all students of Mexican American so-’
ciologp  should participate in at least some first-hand re-,
search, to get a “feel” not only for the essence of sociology,
but also for the nature of the .Mexican American community,
objectively considered.

Funds should be sought for the establishment of a Mesicani
:\merican  research institute, with the cooperation of the Mexican
;\merican  Studies Department and the relevant disciplines and
“rants sought for the financing of. joint faculty-student re-F
search  projects both in Southern California and  Mexico.
To this end  also, cooperative agreements’ should be entered
into wiih an appropriate Mesican  University or Universities,
including both resenrch  projects and faculty and student
e schangt2.

1 5 1

Content of Courses

In Mexican American sociology as in any subject field,
there is always real danger of unnecessary proliferation
of courses. The college should offer only as many courses
as it can adequately staff with competent faculty, and in
which a sufficient amount of teaching materials are avail-
able, or in which suitable research and other experiences
can be devised. It is recommended that before intensive
curricular planning is undertaken, that consultation be carried
out with the library staff to determine what materials are
already available there and, further, that immediate steps
be taken, including the allocation of adequate budget re-
sources to build up the library’s collections in the area
of Mexican American sociol6gy.

It is important that sociolc)gy  provi.de yhe conceptual frame-
work for each of the courses, regardless of the actual materials
used. Most of the latter will necessarily be descriptive in
nature, but the end results of the.  courses should be con-
ceived to be primarily empirical and theoretical generaliza-
tions, that can then be further applied in an attempt to under-
stand still other areas of Mexican American concern

It seems to me that the areas which might feasibly be
handled as separate courses in this manner at the present
time, include the following:

1 . Sociology of the Mexican American

A general survey of the field. Sociological perspectives
on Mexican American culture and social structure, in-
cluding background, present nature and changing patterns.

2 . The Mexican American Family

Consideration of traditional Mexican family patterns,
regional and social-class variations in the Mexican
American family, and factors affecting its effect on
members’ life chances in l+lmerican society.

3 . Mexican American Social ratification

Variables affecting the social status of the Mexican
American in American society, social class difference
in hfesican  American communities, Mexican American
social mobility.

4 . Mexican American Social Problems
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5 .

6 . Sociology of Rural Mexico

‘7.

t:
Analysis of the cases and consequences of poverty,
crime and delinquency, family dissolution, and deviant
behavior in Mexican American communities,

i
i

Social Change in Modern Mexico

Examination of the major social changes taking place
in Mexico under the impact of the influencesof industrial-
ization, urbanization, modernization and population growth.

Study of the social structure of Mexican peasant commu-
nities and of the changes brought about in rural Mexico
by the Mexican Revolution, the movement, and the intro-
duction of large-scale modern agricultural methods.

Seminar in Mexican American Sociology

An intensive study of some phase of Mexican American
sociology to be developed by the instructor with his
class.



OUTLINE OF THE BARRIO CENTER
PROGRAM

The Barrio Center Program shall be separated into
three parts which will enable the reader to understand
the proposals much more readily and to facilitate its in-
ception. These parts shall be:

1. Goals
2. Programs and Activities
3. Staff and Funds

1 . Goals
A. to disseminate information regarding college en-

trance and requirements.
B. to actively engage San Diego State College, through

MAYA, in programs activities that are relevant
to needs of the Chicano community.

C. to facilitate on-going and proposed research con-
ducted by SDC in the Chicano Community.

2 . Programs and Activities
A.

B .

C .

D .

E.

F .

G .

H.
I.

to operate an office that would supply to the Chi,
cane youth the needed information regarding col-
leges and universities.
to specifically recruit students for entrance to San
Diego State College.
to provide programs of cultural and educational
enrichment.
to provide lectures of general interest to the Chi-
cano community.
to provide classes relevant to the needs of the
Chicano community (i.e. art history, politics, etc.).
to provide general information regarding subjects
such as immigration welfare legal aid etc.
To work with community groups with emphasis on
grassroots organizations, to organize WRO groups,
parents groups, workers unions, housing unions,
tenant unions.
to provide programs dealing with drug prevention.
to assist in community beautification programs.

1 5 4
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J . to sponsor/provide a Barrio Publication.
K. to facilitate research studies conducted or to be

conducted by SDC by evaluating and advising the
research program.

L. to provide a Barrio communications center.
M. to provide/operate/assist programs which are rele-

vant to the needs of the Barrio.

3. Staff and Funds
A. The Barrio Center Program will require the follow-

ing staff and funds.
a. Coordinator

aa. to be selected by MAYA.
bb. to be paid the annual salary of $- per

half time position.
c. Two half-time assistant coordinator positions.

aa. to be selected by MAYA.
bb. to be paid the annual salary of $ per

half time position.
c. A general budget of $ to be allocated from:

aa. Associated Student Funds.
bb. General college funds.
cc. Foundations.
dd. Private donations.




